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Abstract

Newtonian cosmology is commonly used in astrophysical problems, because

of its obvious simplicity when compared with general relativity. However it

has inherent difficulties, the most obvious of which is the non-existence of a

well-posed initial value problem. Also, Newtonian cosmology is not actually a

specialization of the lineari zation of general relativity as it is usually assumed

to be. Both of these problems seem to be due to a loss of information when

taking this approximation. This leads to the derivation of a new higher

order theory, the post-Newtonian approximation, in which these difficulties

are overcome

The post-Newtonian theory ìs compared with the fully general relativistic

theory in the context of the k : 0 Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmolo-

gies. It is found that the post-Newtonian theory reproduces the results of its

general relativistic counterpart, whilst the Newtonian theory does not. Es-

sentially, in Newtonian cosmology the pressure does not enter the dynamics

and thus it is impossible to reproduce the complete set of solutions available



in general relativity. In fact, since the solutions to the Newtonian theory do

not vary with the input barotropic equation of state, it follows that only the

matter dominated case can be described'

It is also explored how far the post-Newtonian theory goes in ovelcom-

ing the difficulties associated with anisotropic homogeneous cosmologies in

the Newtonian approximation. In Newtonian cosmology it is not possible

to reproduce the compiete set of Bianchi types corresponding to the nine

unknowns related to the expansion, the shear and the rotation. Rather,

each of the nine Bianchi types must be treated individually by imposing

ad-hoc and therefore unjustifiable restrictions on a subset of unknowns. Sec-

ondly, anisotropy leads to solutions to which there are no general relativistic

counterparts. On the other hand, the cosmological equations of the post-

Newtonian approximation are much more in the spirit of general relativity.

On the basis of the aforementioned issues the post-Newtonian approxi-

mation seems to be a better approximation of the fully general relativistic

theory than the standard Newtonian theory.
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Summary

o Standard Newtonian theory is recovered from general relativity as a

specialization of the linearized approximation and is studied in detail.

o Newtonian cosmology is Newtonian theory supplemented with the hy-

drodynamic equations (Bianchi identities).

o It is shown that the Bianchi identities are not obtainable from the field

equations.

o Newtonian theory has no well-posed initiai value problem when it is

applied to cosmology since there are no boundary conditions. This is

due to the non-existence of an evolution equation for the Newtonian

potential þ,, and so it is not possible to solve uniquely fot S.

o Information seems to be lost in taking the Newtonian approximation.

This motivates the need for a higher order approximation.

The results of these aspects of Newtonian theory feature in

chapter 4 and are published in Szekeres and Rainsford (L999)'

[ee].
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. By keeping higher order terms the Newtonian theory can be reformu-

lated as a theory in which the Bianchi identities are consistent with the

field equations. This new theory of order c-a should replace the former

standard Newtonian theory since it is the lowest order approximation

to be complete.

o However, although consistent, this modified Newtonian theory still does

not have a well-posed initial value problem. Thus, it is necessary to

go to the post-Newtonian level in order to achieve a physically viable

cosmological theory. This new post-Newtonian approximation is based

on the reformulation of the field equations as wavelike equations.

The reformulation of Newtonian theory and the derivation of

the post-Newtonian approximation are summarised in chapter

5 and are published in Szekeres and Rainsford (1999), [99].

o The Newtonian theory and the post-Newtonian approximation are then

applied to homogeneous cosmologies and are compared against the fully

general relativistic case.

o The Newtonian cosmological theory is only able to reproduce the

Friedmann-Robertson-Walker k : 0 models for the special case of dust
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because pressure in no way enters the dynamics. Solutions of the New-

tonian theory do not vary with the input barotropic equation of state

which relates the density and pressure. It follows that Newtonian the-

ory can only describe the matter-dominated case.

o The post-Newtonian approximation, on the other hand, overcomes this

difficulty by including the pressure into the dynamics through an extra

function of time, A(f). It is then possible to vary the equation of

state and have correspondingly varying solutions as in the fully general

relativistic case.

The application of the Newtonian theory and the post-

Newtonian approximation to the FR.W (k:0) models is cov-

ered in chapter 6 and published in Rainsford (2000), [s9].

o In anisotropic homogeneous Newtonian cosmology it is not possible to

reproduce the complete set of Bianchi types that correspond to the

nine unknowns - the expansion, shear and rotation. Each of the nine

Bianchi types must be treated individually.

o Anisotropic homogeneous Newtonian cosmology predicts solutions to

which there are no general relativistic counterparts: Theorems by trllis



state that shear-free dust must be either rotation-free or expansion-free.

The rotation-free case is equivalent to the FRW models which already

have been explored. The expansion-free case, however, produces models

which are singularity free. Theorems of Hawking state that all solutions

of general relativity must have a singularity.

o The cosmological equations of the post-Newtonian approximation are

more in the spirit of geheral relativity.

The results of this work is to be found in chapter 7 and in

Rainsford (2001), [90].

o Thus the post-Newtonian approximation seems to be a favourable ap-

proximation of the fully general relativistic theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cosmology is the study of the universe as a whole - of its gross dynamics.

Any model which describes the universe should not be in conflict with the

observed features of the universe. There are two principles to be kept in mind:

the Copernican, or Cosmological Principle, which says that we do not occupy

a privileged position in the universe, and the weak anthropic principle, which

states that intelligent beings cannot find themselves in spatial or temporal

locations of the universe where conditions are not suitable for their existence.

In essence, we would like to know how big our universe is and how old it is.

What do large scale motions look like? What are the constituent particles of

the universe and what is their evolution? Did the universe have a beginning
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and where will it evolve to in the future?

The first attempts at modelling cosmology used Newtonian theory, [87].

There was a whole host of paradoxes which plagued these attempts, the main

one being Olbers' paradox - that the sky is dark at night. The overall uni-

form distribution of stars shouid amount to the radiation of a typical solar

surface. The paradox can be explained by the universe being evolutionary

and expanding. By evolutionary, we mean that owing to the finite propa-

gation of light the distant stars we see are a snapshot of the universe at an

earlier time. Bondi suggested a uniformly expanding universe, which, when

coupled with Hubble's observational law of distant galaxies having redshifts

proportional to their distance from the earth [64], may reduce the total flux

of energy received by the earth to a finite value.

Observation tells us that the universe is spatially homogeneous (weak

Copernican Principle) and isotropic: the universe is the same at all points in

space, and all spatial directions at a point are the same. After local, peculiar

velocities of matter accumulations (galaxies, clusters of galaxies etc.) have

been averaged out, the expanding universe looks roughiy isotropic to an ob-

server in our galaxy. The cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR),

accidentally discovered by Penzias and Wilson in 1965, [88], is a thermal sig-
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nal with an almost exact Planckian distribution of its spectral energy density

when measured in all directions on the sky, anywhere on the globe. The ori-

gin of this radiation could not be explained naturally in terms of thermal

processes, so that what was actually being measured was thermal remnant

signals from an earlier hot phase in the distant past. Extrapolating back to

a stage of infinite density leads to the the Big Bang.

Gravitational interactions are accurately described by general relativity,

first proposed by Einstein in 1915, [43]. General relativity is known to give

accurate results in the analysis and prediction of motions of the solar system

and on the galactic scale. It is generally assumed to model the universe in its

entirety - gravitation is the only fundamental interaction which is signiflcant

on the cosmological scale.l

In 1917 Einstein proposed the Einstein static univetse, [44] which has

a static uniform distribution of matter with constant density as its source.

This solution only satisfles the field equations for a pressure-less fluid if the

field equations are modified to include a cosmological constant. When the de

Sitter solution was discovered a year later, Einstein gave second thoughts to
lElectromagnetic interactions would be significant on the cosmological scale, too, if

there weren't local charge neutrality

o
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his cosmological constant since he regarded it as violating Mach's principle.

Then came the evolutionary Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmolo-

gies. It was originally shown by Friedmann(1922), [49] and Lemaître (1927),

[71] that dynamic modes satisfying Einstein's field equations are possible.

Later, Robertson (1929), [94] and Walker (1935), [107] showed them to be

so in a more geometrical way. These models are indeed the most important

models of the cosmos. It is the view of some that all other more general

metrics suitable for describing the cosmos must contain the FRW universes

as special cases, [68]. This view treats cosmology as a hierarchy of classes

rather than as individual cosmologies. However, only three of the Bianchi

types include the FRW models as subclasses.

Hubble's observations of the overall recession of nearby and distant galax-

ies relative to earth, [64] supported the FRW models. Further, in 1964 Hoyle

and Tayler, [63] calculated the production rates of the light chemical elements

aHe and 2H of nucleosynthesis for a time shortly after the Big Bang using the

FRW models. These results were in good agreement with the observational

data.

General relativity describes the observed universe very well. However,

it is a complicated theory and often it is difficult to find solutions. The
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Newtonian theory, on the other hand, is in many ways far simpler and is

very often able to satisfactorily model the universe. In fact, the Newtonian

theory can completely reproduce the results of the general relativistic theory

for the dust FRW models.

Newtonian cosmology began with the work of McCrea and Milne in 1934

[S2] in which simple isotropic and homogeneous universes were studied. How-

ever, there is much evidence to suggest that the universe is anisotropic. The

later theories of Heckmann and Schücking [58, 59] allow for this anisotropy

and are thus able to include to some extent the Bianchi types of general

relativity.

There are two arresting problems in cosmology: for the dynamicai equa-

tions to describe, firstly, the overall smoothness of the universe and secondly

the formation of complex structures, amongst them matter accumulations,

from irregularities in the initial matter distribution leading to instabilities

and gravitational collapse.

There is both observational and theoretical evidence to support

anisotropy and even inhomogeneity in the universe. For example, anisotropic

structures can dominate at very early stages of cosmic expansion while inho-

mogeneity becomes important for galaxy formation. To describe these fea-
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tures through perturbation theory is a very difficult task in general relativity.

For this reason it is of interest to consider approximations of general relativ-

ity which might yield simpler cosmologies in the general case of anisotropy

and inhomogeneity.

In this work we are interested in the Heckmann-and-Schücking-based ap-

proach to Newtonian cosmology. We begin in chapter 2 with a brief history

of Newtonian cosmology. We consider the foundations laid by McCrea and

Milne, the anisotropic cosmology of Heckmann and Schücking, and also the

works of Narlikar, [86,83,84,85], and Davidson and Evans [35,36]. In cos-

mology there are no boundary conditions which causes Newtonian cosmology

not to have any well-posed initial value formulation. There are also many

other difficulties. These issues will be discussed with particular emphasis

given to boundary conditions.

In chapter 3 we explore the Newton-Cartan theory. This is essentially a

generalisation of the Newtonian theory and inciudes a Coriolis force.

In chapter 4 the standard Newtonian cosmological theory is recovered

from general relativity as a specialization of the linearized approximation.

The c-2-approximation obtained, is studied in detail. It is shown how, firstly,

the Bianchi identities are not obtainable from the fi.eld equations. Newtonian
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theory is more than just gravitation. In addition to the field equations are the

hydrodynamical equations. These come from the Bianchi identities, not the

field equations, and so they should come out of the approximation. Secondly,

the Newtonian theory has no well-posed initial value problem when it is

applied to cosmology. This is shown explicitiy: there is no evolution equation

for the Newtonian potential þ, and so it is not possible to solve uniquely for S.

We will see in chapter 5, that by keeping higher order tetms, the Newto-

nian theory can be reformulated as a new theory with the Bianchi identities

being consistent with the freld equations. This new c-a-theory should replace

the former standard Newtonian theory since it is the lowest order approxi-

mation which gives the complete Newtonian limit.

Although consistent, this modified Newtonian theory still does not have

a well-posed initiai value problem. Thus, it is necessary to go to the post-

Newtonian level. The c-6-theory obtained is not well-posed either. It will be

shown how the fi.eld equations may be reformulated as wavelike equations,

thus giving a formally well-posed initial value formulation. The potentials of

the c-6-corrections may be set to zero without loss of generality because they

are completely arbitrary, and thus a c-a-theory is obtained. Since this is the

lowest order approximation to give a well-posed initial value formulation it is

7



referred to as the post-Newtonian approximation throughout the remainder

of this thesis.

In chapter 6 the Newtonian theory and the post-Newtonian approxima-

tion are applied to homogeneous and isotropic cosmology and are compared

with the fully general relativistic case. It is found that the Newtonian cos-

mological theory is only able to reproduce the FRW (k : 0) models for the

special case of dust. The problem is that pressure in no way enters the dy-

namics. The only obtainable solution is that for the matter-dominated case.

The post-Newtonian approximation, on the other hand, overcomes this diffi-

culty by including the pressure into the dynamics. It is then possible to vary

the equation of state and have correspondingly varying solutions like in the

fully general relativistic case.

Finally the more general case of anisotropy is considered in chapter 7.

In general relativity the system of equations which describe cosmology have

a well-posed Cauchy problem. In the Newtonian case, however, the system

is under-determined and there is no initial value problem. Therefore extra

constraints must be applied which are not motivated within the theory.

A second problem is that in the anisotropic case, sheat-free dust must be

either rotation-free or expansion-free due to theorems of Ellis. The rotation-

8



free case simply results in the isotropic FRW models which will have been

discussed in chapter 6. The expansion-free case in the context of Newto-

nian theory, on the other hand, can produce models to which there are

no analogues in general relativity. The cosmological equations of the post-

Newtonian approximation provide a way out of these difficulties.

The findings of this work seem to support that the post-Newtonian ap-

proximation is a better approximation of the fully general relativistic theory

than is Newtonian theory.
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Chapter 2

A History of Newtonian

Cosmology

Cosmology is the study of the gross dynamic behaviour of the universe, to

which Einstein's equations are very likely to give a correct description. A

simpler description is that given by Newtonian cosmology. These two de-

scriptions of the universe are different to each other, and it is interesting to

work out under which conditions Newtonian cosmology applies.

The Newtonian theory is usually assumed to be a specialization of the

linearized approximation of general relativity. In this approximation the

simplicity of the field equations is an obvious advantage over the complicated
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equations of general relativity. Solutions of Newtonian cosmology are useful

for comparison with general relativity, since in many cases they produce

similar results.

One should be cautious though, when applying Newtonian theory to cos-

mology. For example, as we shall see, the linearized approximation of general

relativity does not give Newtonian cosmology. Furthermore, it is not always

understood what actually constitutes Newtonian cosmology. Unlike general

relativity, Newtonian cosmology has no well-posed initial value problem un-

less ad hoc boundary conditions are imposed.l

We defer a discussion of these deficiencies of Newtonian cosmology and

embark on a discussion of the history of Newtonian cosmology. This will

allow us to gain a better insight into what actually constitutes Newtonian

cosmology.

The problem of Newtonian theory in cosmology was first considered in

1934 by McCrea and Milne, [82]. They considered universes which were both

homogeneous and isotropic - two assumptions that frt well with the observable

lAlthough not natural in cosmology, many authors do use boundary conditions as we

shall see. However, boundary conditions will not be part of the preferred Newtonian

cosmology of this work.
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universe) namely an expanding universe free of rotation and shear.

The problem of anisotropy was first considered by Heckmann and

Schücking, [58, 59]. They introduced shear and rotation into Newtonian

cosmology, believing that spin might provide a \ /ay to avoid a singularity

Such models oscillate between minimum radii and therefore do not suffer

the age problem of the isotropic models. Raychaudhuri, [91], showed that

the inclusion of rotation helped with the problem, but including shear made

matters worse.

There are two main paths to the formulation of Newtonian cosmology.

The first is that of McCrea and Milne, [82]; Gödel, [53]; Heckmann and

Schücking, [S8, tr0]; Raychaudhuri, [91]; and Zeldovich, [114]. The second

is that of Narlikar, [83]. Narlikar considered the "gravitational force" ap-

proach as an alternative to the "potential function" of McCrea and Milne

and Heckmann and Schücking. Davidson and Evans, [35],looked at the var-

ious approaches of McCrea and Milne, Heckmann and Schücking et al., and

Narlikar in more detail. In the following sections, we will summarise major

aspects of the work of these authors. Excellent summaries of Newtonian

cosmology are given in [12, 46,871.
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2.L McCrea and Milne's Approach.

The Newtonian cosmology of McCrea and Milne is both homogeneous and

isotropic, with time being absolute. The source of the gravitational potential

is dust, and the density is assumed to be a function of time only. The velocity

field may be expressed as the Hubble relation

u¿: 0(t)n¿,

where Cartesian coordinates are assumed, and i,j € {1, 2, 3}. See, for

example [12].

Setting 0(t): fi and integrating gives

x¿: R(t)ro¿, (2.1)

where fs, âr€ the comoving coordinates of a galaxy, and A(ú) can be shown

to be identical to the scale factor of the FRW cosmology of general relativity,

[12]. Its dynamical behaviour are determined from the Eulerian equations of

fluid motion in a gravitational field.

13



2.2 Heckmann and Schückitg, Raychadhuri,

Zeldovich.

Heckmann and Schücking, [60] define Newtonian cosmology to consist of a

three-dimensional Euclidean space with a universal time parameter ú. The

Newtonian potential satisfies the Poisson equation and the gravitational force

,Q is the gradient of the scalar / and satisfies the condition F¿,¡ : Fj,¿

Density and pressure are arbitrary functions of space and time. The velocity

field is also a vector function of space and time, subject to the standard

equations of Newtonian hydrodynamics: the Poisson, the continuity and

Euler equations, respectively,

ó,¿, : 4nGp, (2.2)

þ * puo¡ (2.3)

u¿ I ó,¿

0

0 (2.4)

Here the dot repres "nt" fi : ** u-.V. Heckmann and Schücking, [61]

assume homogeneity and so the density p and the pressure p are purely

functions of time.

Heckmann and Schücking wanted to consider the more general case of
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anisotropy and so they assume a more general form of the velocity vector

field than McCrea and Milne:

u¿ : V¿¡(t)r¡.

This form of the velocity along with p : p(t) and p : p(t) ensure that the

system is homogeneous but is still general enough to allow for isotropy. For

a derivation of this form see [84, 36, 35, 100] ) and also the appendix.

We find through substitution in (2.4), that the Newtonian potential /

takes the form Ó: a¿¡(t)*¿r¡ a\d (2.2) gives

a¿¿: 4¡rGp. (2.5)

We make the following decomposition

1

V¡ : 'g06¿¡ I o,;¡ I w¿j, (2.6)

where

0

The quantities 0, a and uir' representing the trace, trace-free symmetric part

o¿j

wij

: V¿,

: ttu,*v¡o)- ttuo,,

: ejíkuk:t tU, -V¿).

and anti-symmetric part of V¡ are known as erpansion, shear and rotation

15



respectively. Hence, Heckmann and Schücking's approach is more general

than that of McCrea and Milne since it allows for anisotropy. Using this

decomposition (2.6) equations (2.3) and (2.4) become

þ+ po:0, (2.7)

and

à : 4rGp - 
tti, * 2w2 - 2o' ,

2: -iïro j o;¡ujt

: -?tro, - o¿kokj - uikukj +!@" - r")6¿¡

1_
-a¿j I iannò¿j,

(2.8)

(2.e)

(2.10)

u¿

oij

where 02 Too¡oo¡ and u2 : Trn¡r¿j : wiui: tì2

- (2.10). The structure of these equations is simple: There are 11 equations

- one each from the Poisson, continuity and trace of the Euler equation, five

from the shear of the Euler equation (2.10), and a further three from the

rotation (2.9). However, these equations have to be solved for a total of 16

The Newtonian approximation is then defined by equations (2.5) and (2.7)

16



unkno\/ns: 0, p, ui, oij) aij. Thus, the system is underdetermined. It is not

uniquely solvable for all the unknowns.

If we provide five arbitrary functions of time for the shear, then these

equations can be solved for 0, p, the Newtonian potential ó : a¿¡(t)r¿r¡

and for p through the barotropic equation of state p : p(p). For a set of

initial data (u¿(rr,0),p(10), ó(to)) the equations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) can be

uniquely solved for d, ø; and p. Then a¿¿ of þ can be calculated from (2.5)

and the remaining a¿¡ ftom (2.10). We will return to issues of the initial value

formuiation in a later chapter of this thesis.

Since the shear is completely arbitrary the simplest thing to do is to set

oij 0. Introducing a function of time, Ë(t) (as done by McCrea and Milne),

such that the expansion is defined to be

0:3

the density can be determined from equation (2.7) to give p : ps,R-3. Also,

equation (2.9) gives u¿ -- us¿R-2. Here po and ø¡¿ are constants. Then

equation (2.8) can be written as

È
R

R 4trGps
--_-!R.- 3R3 |

2r3
R4

\7



which after integration yields

i* 8nG ps 2r3 €

3 R 3R2 ,3'
(2.rt)

where e : 11 or 0 and 16 is an arbitrary constant.

This is very different to the fully general relativistic case. In general rel-

ativity the system of equations that describes cosmology has a well-posed

Cauchy problem. In the Newtonian case, however, the system is underdeter-

mined - at least five of the set 0, u¿ and d¿¡ must be specified for all time. This

works particularly well when the shear is provided. The theory given then

has an initial value formulation within the constraint of being homogeneous

and isotropic and within the strange set up of allowing a given evolution of

the shear, however inhomogeneities are important for answering questions of

stability and galaxy formation. But we will see that the inhomogeneous case

has no well-posed initial value formulation.

At this point two problems are worth noting. Firstly, strictly speak-

ing Heckmann and Schücking's solutions are dust solutions only, since the

pressure in no way enters the dynamics. The issue that pressure does not

enter into the dynamics of the system seems to have been realised by Lima,

18



Zanchin and Brandenberger, [75]. McCrea, [81] and also Harrison, [55] gave

a Neo-Newtonian description in which "pressure" enters through extra terms

in the expansion of the gravitational potential. This is based on arguments

from special relativity where corrections of order c-2 are introduced. The

Eulerian equations are only recoverable in the limit as c goes to infinity.

Calculating the effect of density perturbations within the framework of

the Newtonian theory for the density contrast is in disagreement with the

general relativistic result in a synchronous gauge unless one restricts oneself

to the case of dust. This was mentioned first by Sachs and Wolfe, [97]. Lima

et al., [75] showed how the continuity equation may be adapted to include

the required pressure effects. We will explore the inclusion of pressure from

an entirely different viewpoint - the post-Newtonian approximation.

Secondly, in general relativity there are theories, the first of which was

stated by trllis, [46] which state that for shear-free dust either the expansion

or rotation must vanish. The case of vanishing rotation is just that of a

homogeneous isotropic universe - the trRW universe. The case of vanishing

expansion gives stationary solutions. The Newtonian theory differs in that

it allows for solutions which are shear-free but have both expansion and

rotation. There are no general relativistic analogues of such solutions.
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Note that it was shown by Raychaudhuri, [91] that if the motion of cosmic

fluid is not chaotic, then one can associate a unique velocity vector with every

point. Then in a coordinate system where the fluid is at rest one essentially

recovers the results of Heckmann and Schücking, [58, 59]. Raychaudhuri

has said that there are fewer equations to be satisfled in Newtonian cosmol-

ogy than in the relativistic theory and that this might result in Newtonian

solutions with no relativistic counterpart'

2.3 Narlikar's Theory.

Narlikar, [S4, 85] was able to generalize lhe gravitational force formula of

McCrea and Milne by incorporating the inverse square 1aw.

One begins by describing the universe as a set of concentric spherical

shel|s, over which there is uniform density. The origin of the coordinate

system is identified with the center of this set of shells. By assuming that

the net force due to any particular shell be zero at an interior point of this

shell, the gravitational force felt at any point will be due only to the matter

contained within the sphere passing through that point. This is exactly the

force calculated by McCrea and Milne.
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In the Narlikar approach each observer follows Newton's law of gravita-

tion. This extends the standard Newtonian theory to the case of an infinite

mass distribution. Actualiy Newtonian theory needs an extension if it is to

be applied to cosmology. In the absence of boundary conditions the Pois-

son equation gives extra additional force terms. Newton's law of gravitation

is a way to avoid the use of boundary conditions which are not natural in

cosmology. Expressed as an inverse square law the force is such that

Narlikar defended his approach against criticism by Zeldovich, [85]. Zel-

dovich, [114] uses the Poisson equation and needs boundary conditions - in

effect he is considering a finite but arbitrarily large mass, whereas Narlikar

is considering an inf.nite mass distribution.

In Narlikar's approach the Poisson equation still holds, and the continuity

equation and Euler equations become, respectively,

þ+ pV¿ 0, (2.r2)

V¡ tVtVn¡
4nGp

3
6¿j (2.13)
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McCrea and Milne integrated (2'12) and (2.13) obtaining

r¿: a¿¡(t)r? with a¿¡(to) - 6¿j'

Then à¿j : Vnanj

Defining a: detla¿j], we find that (2.L2) and (2.13) give

Pop
0,

_4rG a¿jpo

3a

where po : p(t.) is a constant.

In the cosmology of Heckmann and Schücking, cases with vanishing shear

and expansion allows for solutions which were able to avoid a singularity thus

producing solutions to which there are n.o general relativistic counterparts.

Nariikar was interested to see whether this new formulation of cosmology gave

rise to a Newtonian singularity. As ø approaches zero)will the density become

infinite? In order to explore the singular nature of the system, Narlikar used

a dimensionless time coordinate

4nC rr : (-po)rt.
ó
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Then ¿ satisfies the following 4th-order, non-linear, differential equation

o'o"" +70,a" - 4o'' + 9¿ :0, (2.14)

where u / ' means $. Narlikar was able to show that a singularity results

as ø -+ 0, a density singularity, which belongs to the Einstein-de Sitter

universe. The details of this analysis can be found in [84].

2.4 The Work of Davidson and Evans.

Davidson and Evans realised that Narlikar had missed some possible solutions

in his 1963 work. They took the following alternative approach:

Define the shear and rotation tensors such that

1
o;; : (V¿¡ + V¡.i) 06¿j,

1

2

where V¿ : 0: e is the expansion, so that

Vj:onjlw;¡*
1

3

ü-
-ò¿i,ar)

and

V¡V¡¿: 02 - 2r' ++5,
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where o2 : oijoij and 2w2 : uijui.j ) ar being the magnitude of the spin vector

un: Te*¡jø¿¡. Then putting a(t): A(¿)t in (2.13) gives

3#: 2w2 - o, 4nG
Ê3 Po

This is exactly the Heckmann-Schücking equation, (2.11), and it is the New-

tonian analogue of the relativistic Raychaudhuri equation. Davidson and

Evans showed that in all cases a ---+ 0 yields a singularity. They considered

specific solutions and showed how they ar-e analogous to there relativistic

counterparts. Further details can be found in [35].

Since, in the Narlikar-Davidson-Evans approach the system is determined,

solutions to the shear can be found from the dynamical equations once initial

conditions are given.

2.5 Discusslon

The two approaches to Newtonian cosmology plesented here give very dif-

ferent results as far as the avoidance of singularities is concerned. In the

case of isotropy there are many analogies between the Newtonian theory and

the fully general relativistic theory in both approaches. Essentially the FRW

models for dust are reproducible.
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It is in the case of anisotropy that the Newtonian model differs from

general relativity. Homogeneity is a huge restriction to enforce upon a theory.

Of course one can start by imposing homogeneity but there is no guarantee

that the universe will remain homogeneous. Starting with and staying with

homogeneity requires much more than just imposing p : p(t), p : p(t)

and u¿ : I\¡(t)r¡.. Strong requirements on the Newtonian potential, / are

necessary, too: Initially / needs to be of the form / - Ar¿r¡ f Ü, where

A is a constant, such that V2Ü : 0, and / must be restricted to dying

off at infinity no faster than quadratically. Then the gravitational force

obeys F¿: f¿¡r¡. Once these restrictions are imposed, there is no possibility

to describe perturbations within the Newtonian theory. However, we want

a theory which allows for perturbations so that questions of stability and

galaxy formation can be considered.

Lifschitz, [74] studied perturbations of the FRW models and found that

the Jeans stability criterion, [66] was valid but that the FRW models were

not suitable for galaxy formation. Perturbation theory in general relativity

is diffi.cult, and it would be nice to have a "Newtonian" scheme in which

to consider the problem. Bonnor, [13] was the first to use Newtonian FRW

cosmology for perturbation theory and obtained more or less the same re-
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sults as Lifschitz. Bonnor's Newtonian approach is far simpler than the two

approaches we have summarised in the previous sections.

The Narlikar-Davidson-Evans cosmology is not obtainable as a limit of

general relativity. A few comments should be made about the "boundary

conditions" of this approach and of the Heckmann and Schücking approach.

Ellis and Dunsby, [47] consider a genelalisation of Newtonian-theory the

Bertschinger-Hamilton approach, [2]. This approach allows for viewing both

the Heckmann and Schücking and the Narlikar approach simultaneously. The

electric part of the Weyl tensor is defined to be

E¿j C¡¡¡¡ukut,

with i, j:1,2,3 and where E¿¡ is a trace-free symmetrictensor orthogonal

to ut and obeys equations analogous to those of Maxwelr. E;i satisfles a wave

equation with complicate source terms. E¡¡ and the Newtonian potential

may be related in the following way

I

E¿j : óti - ¡t ;¡V'6.

Usually in Newtonian theory, the potential satisfies the Poisson equation

and the boundary condition of a vanishing potential at infinity. However in
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cosmology we can not assume such a boundary condition since there is an

infinite matter distribution. Without any boundary conditions there is no

well-posed initial value problem in general.

Seelinger in 1895 raised an interesting paradox concerning an infinite

universe. In a uniformly dense universe we require that ,F, : -Vd : 0,

which implies that $ is just a constant. The Poisson equation then implies

that the density must be zero - giving an empty universe! Neumann in 1896

incorporated a term which becomes effective at large distances. This term is

proportionai to the distance and independent ofthe density, and is analogous

to the cosmological constant of general relativity,l

v'ó: 4nGp - À,

We will not consider such a term in this work.

Ellis explains that Heckmann and Schücking propose the following bound-

ary condition

where E¿¡(t)loo are arbitrary functions of time. In the notation of this work

this implies that / takes the form ó : o¡¡(t)*¿r¡, which is obtainable from

lSee 
[12] for a detailed discussion.

E¿j1im
---+oo

tEú
r
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substituting into the hydrodynamical equations the following velocity vector

field formt u¿ : V¡(t)r,. So essentially all this boundary condition does

is imply this form of the velocity. Note that this condition was something

that we arrived at by imposing the physical constraints of homogeneity and

isotropy, and we certainly did not consider it to be a boundary condition.

Narlikar considered a weakening of the Newtonian boundary condition

Jrå Eo; : o'

Imposing this boundary condition in our notation enforces the velocity field

to take on the highly restrictive form of ui : ïri. Thus, the rotation and

shear are forced to be zero, and these models are isotropic and homogeneous.

This is far too restrictive to be of interest since it rules out the Bianchi and

Kantowski-Sachs models. Things look vely complicated in the Narlikar ap-

proach because he does not state his boundary conditions in this way. Instead

he arrives at complicated expressions obtained from setting the equivalent of

(2.10) to zero. Howevet, as pointed out by Davìdson and Evans, the solutions

will not necessarily remain homogeneous and isotropic since shear will grow.

The use of the word boundary condition is interesting. Narlikar uses the

word with some justification since he is able to physically motivate his bound-
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ary conditions. However, the word is not so appropriate in the Heckmann

and Schücking case, and the form of the velocity field should be viewed more

as a condition of homogeneity than as a boundary condition.

In this work we will explore a framework similar to that of the Heckmann

and Schücking approach which, however, will allow for inhomogeneity. We

will see in detail how this Newtonian cosmology fails to have a well-posed

initial value problem by obtaining Newtonian cosmology as a specialization of

the linearization of general relativity. This is the main reason for considering

the Heckmann and Schücking approach. We wili find, however, that the

linearization of general relativity is not really Newtonian cosmology in the

sense that the Bianchi identities are not obtainable from the field equations.

This will be the motivation to obtain a higher order, nonlinear approximation

which is consistent in this sense and has a well-posed initial value problem,

without the need to impose any artifrcial boundary conditions at infinity.

There are further approaches to Newtonian cosmology, for example the

Newton-Cartan theory which we discuss next.
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Chapter 3

The Newton-Cartan Theory

and Others

In the literature post-Newtonian approximations are typically based on either

the standard Newtonian theory or on the Newton-Cartan theory. Thus, the

Newton-Cartan theory deserves some attention. In this chapter the main

features of the Newton-Cartan theory are explored in section 3.1. In section

3.2 a few comments are made concerning other limits and approximations of

general relativity.
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3.1- The Newton-Cartan theory and its short-

comrngs

Newtonian theory and general relativity are more closely related than it

might seem at first, as many authors have mentioned (see [95] and references

therein for a detaiied overview). The common ground for Newtonian theory

and general relativity were found by Friedmann, [50], Trautmann, [105] and

trhlers, [39]. They showed that Newtonian theory can be cast into a four-

dimensional form. The Newton-Cartan theory also provides insight into this

matter, due to its highly geometric nature. It was first found by Cartan,

[1S, 19] and later by Duval, Künzle, Rüde and Straumann, [69, 70,37,38, 95].

The basic idea is to replace the Lorentz group in general relativity by the

Galilei group. The Newton-Cartan theory is really a limit of general relativity

rather than a specialization. This limit can be viewed as the opening up of

the light cones of spacetime, which become the space-like hypersurfaces of

constant Newtonian spacetime. The essential difference between the Newton-

Cartan theory and the Newtonian theory is that the former involves extra

terms - a Coriolis force field, and a scalar field that governs the relation

between the Newtonian time and the relativistic proper time.
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Dautcourt, [33] defines theories as Machian or non-Machian depending

on whether or not they require time-dependent potentials for a consistent

local description of cosmologies. For his analysis of gravitational theories,

Dautcourt considers a comoving cosmological coordinate system in which

the cosmological fluid has a divergence-free matter tensor, is homogeneous

and expands isotropically. A transformation into the standard post-post-

Newtonian coordinate system for most theories produces generically time

dependent local potentials. These theories are called Machian by Dautcourt.

The time dependent potentials are only absent in a small subset of theories

- the non-Machian class. It is interesting to note that up to the Newtonian

level many gravity theories, including general relativity, are non-Machian.

However, at the post-Newtonian level extra terms can occur which depend

on the cosmological environment.

Let us highlight the basic features of the Newton-Cartan theory (the topic

is treated with mathematical rigour in [76, 77, 92]). We begin by asking,

"How do the ten tensor quantities of general relativity converge to the one

Newtonian potential / of the Newtonian theory?" The geodesic equation has

well-known similarities in the Newtonian and the general relativistic theories,

and may be used to reformulate the equations of motion of the Newtonian
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theory so that they look more like those of general relativity. Consider the

identity

go¡gþ1 : 6J'

and introduce a new positive constant - the "causality constant" À. Take got

to be a measure of time intervals and gn to measure spatial intervals and,

to avoid confusion, replace go'by å,"?. Then we have

goBh?t: ôl)'

The causality constant ) represents the light cone border of limit, and so

changing ) corresponds to changing units. General relativity is recovered as

) approaches unity. When ) is neither unity nor non-vanishing we obtain

general relativity but, in a different coordinate system' If we take À : 0 we

reduce to the Newton-Cartan theory, not the Newtonian theory as might be

expected. We can only obtain Newtonian theory as a specialization and not

by imposing any physical conditions.

In general, we have a system of variables which are all functions of ),

and the Newton-Cartan system is recoverable by looking for solutions where

) ---+ 0. It is in this sense that the Newton-Cartan theory is an approxi-

mation to general relativity. We refer to the system that includes both the
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Newtonian theory and the Newton-Cartan theory as the Ehlers frame:

(gop, hoo,li,, T"\(^),

where the term lfi, is known as the Cartan connection (and T'Þ is the

energy-momentum tensor). The component fin gives the Newtonian force.

The geometric part corresponds to gravity and what remains is merely co-

ordinate freedom. Terms involving this connection may be interpreted as

centrifugal, coriolis forces etc. I refer the interested reader to Trautmann's

[104] axiomatic formulation of the geometry of Newtonian gravitational the-

ory.

Why not use the Newton-Cartan theory rather than the Newtonian the-

ory? After all, it is a more general theory. To answer this, consider the

Coriolis force. It is important that this extra field can be removed if we

are to recover the Newtonian theory from the Newton-Cartan theory. In

an isolated system there is no problem because the force satisfies a Laplace

equation, and we can always apply some boundary conditions such that the

force vanishes asymptotically. However, in cosmology the Laplace equation

is not zero at infinity since there are no boundary conditions. However, in

[15] a method is given which reduces fields to harmonic functions which may
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then become constants if suitable global conditions are implied. It can be

shown that reducing in this wayl to the Newtonian theory from the Newton-

Cartan theory and then taking the post-Newtonian approximation gives a

theory which is formally equivalent to the post-Newtonian extension of the

Newtonian theory. The post-Newton-Cartan field equations and the hydro-

dynamical equations2 are identicai to those in the Newtonian theory provided

that the same gauge as in lzal is chosen. Thus, there is no real motivation

for finding a post-Newton-Cartan theory in cosmology. Such an extension

might only be needed for astrophysical applications.

The two theories do not necessarily collìde when it comes to the prediction

of experiments involving post-Newtonian gravity. The basic framework is dif-

ferent. If experiments with light rays are to be done then the Newton-Cartan

theory must be supplemented with Lorentz-covariant electrodynamics. This

can be done by introducing an ether concept, [105].

In [15] a well-posed initial value formulation for the Newton-Cartan the-

1Th"re boundary conditions seem to be arbitrary hence, the described procedure is not

necessarily a physical way of removing the extra forces.

2lnterestingly, the Bianchi identities are obtained from the field equations in the À = 0

case. This is essentially due to the Tlautmann boundary conditions on the Riemann

tensor, which must be applied to remove the Coriolis force.
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ory is constructed in the foliowing manner. First replace the density, p, in

the Poisson equation by p - p where the p is the mean density:

Y'ó:arG@-p)

The quantity p - p represents a variation in density. Now solve for each

moment. The advantage is that the integral of the right hand side may

be set to zero and so the integral of þ, obeying a Laplace equation, goes

to zero. An equation is needed which can rescale everything such as the

Raychadhuri equation (which will then contain p). The Poisson equation

becomes hyperbolic. Inciuded into the system are the Bianchi identities

and some periodic boundary conditions (this must be done in co-moving

coordinates, since, as can be shown, this is the only way to identify a torus

on all time slices. A torus is a compact manifold giving p compact support).

In [1a] it is shown that this mixed system is well-posed.
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3.2 Other Approximations of General Rela-

tivity

Newton's theory of gravity can be formulated as a four-dimensional spacetime

theory which is the singular limit of gravity, as c ---+ oo. This can be viewed

as the opening up of the iight cones. The light cones become the spacelike

hypersurfaces of Newton's absolute time. Therefore the causal structure is

quite different to that of general relativity since interactions occur simulta-

neously on the hypersurfaces of constant Newtonian time. The Newtonian

potential obeys an elliptic differential equation whereas in general relativity

hyperboiic partial differential equations govern time dependence.

Newtonian theory might not be the oniy singular limit of general relativ-

ity. Dautcourt, [34] explores the possibilities where the light cones shrink and

become part of the congruence of worldlines. Here the velocity of light goes to

zero and all other velocities to c,172,34,62]. We then have a four-dimensional

null hypersurface embedded in a five-dimensional spacetime. Causally this

limit is also different to general relativity since the Newtonian potential obeys

ordinary differential equations with derivatives tangent to the generators of

the singular congruence.
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The Newtonian group is characterised by the Galilei group whereas the

ultra-relativistic limit is characterised by the degenerate limit of the Poincaré

group - the Carroll group [72]. There are no interactions between spatially

separated events, and no true motion occurs in the limit except for taychyonic

movements. Isolated and immobile objects show evolution. Such a theory

might prove useful for situations with strong gravity. It is possible to set up a

post-ultra-relativistic theory where velocities which disappeared in the limit

may be introduced. But there are many questions. How are these solutions

to the ultra-relativistic limit related to the general relativistic limit? The

theory is certainly not physical and it is not even known if it is a good

approximation to general relativity.

Another approach is to take a solution to general relativity and then ap-

proximate it. For example, the Bertschinger and Hamilton theory [2] is a gen-

eralisation of Newtonian theory. It allows for gravity waves and has Cauchy-

development properties in general relativity. Bertschinger and Hamilton de-

rive equations for the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor for

cold dust in both general relativity and Newtonian theory. Bertschinger and

Hamilton are able to give a time evolution equation for the electric part of

the Weyl tensor which is not possible in Newtonian theory. Ellis and Dunsby
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suggest that the Bertschinger and Hamilton theory is a better approximation

to general relativity than is the Newtonian theory (see [2] for a good review of

the theory and its comparison with general relativity and Newtonian theory).
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Chapter 4

The Newtonian Theory and its

Inadequacres

Newtonian Cosmology is commonly used in astrophysicai problems, because

of its obvious simplicity when compared with general relativity. However

it has inherent difficulties, the most obvious of which is the non-existence

of a well-posed initial value problem. Another problem is that the Newto-

nian theory is not consistent in the sense that the Bianchi identities are not

obtainable from the field equations as they should be.

In this chapter we review the standard approach to the Newtonian the-

ory in a way which will allow us to further develop the theory in subsequent
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chapters and investigate how serious the aforementioned problems are. In

the following chapter we will derive a new post-Newtonian theory and we

investigate how far these problems are remedied, by using this new approx-

imation to cosmology. The results of the next two chapters are summarised

in [ee].

We begin in section 4.1 by defining Newtonian theory as the linearization

of general relativity. Then we consider a quite general definition of Newtonian

cosmology in section 4.2 which follows the traditional approach of Heckmann

and Schücking. This will allow us to see exactly what the Newtonian theory

consists of, and thus will enable us to explore why it is inadequate. We will

find that the Bianchi identities are not obtainable from the freld equations,

and there is no well-posed initial value problem, section 4.3. We end in

section 4.4 with concluding remarks.
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4.L Introduction - the Linearisation of Gen-

eral Relativity

Newtonian theory may be obtained as a specialization of linearized gravity,

where the metric is a small deviation from the Minkowski metric and small

characteristic velocities are assumed. In this approximation, the fields vary

slowly so that derivatives with respect to rs : cú, which naturally contain

the factor c-l, become small and may be ignored. The energy density is the

only effective source of the gravitational freld, with all other components of

the energy-momentum tensor being negligible.

In special relativity the energy momentum tensor 7r, satisfies the special

relativistic formula TP',, : 0. The quantity T* rnay be chosen to be any-

thing that satisfles this Bianchi identity. The matter source produces a field

that causes the matter to move. In this description the gravitational field

is not self-interacting. Self-interaction poses a problem because it requires

knowledge about the motion of the matter source. If the source produces

a substantial field under the influence of its own gravitational field, it may

have its motions affected such that it moves in a way totally different to

that predicted by the theory. Thus, the use of the linear approximation is
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somewhat limited to regions where the fields of the sources are small, such

as our planetary system.

Unfortunately, Newtonian theory is not actually the linearization of gen-

eral relativity. The reason is due to a loss of information in the process of the

linearization. Terms are ignored which are of second order in the deviation

from fl.at space. One way to rectify the problem is to keep terms of higher

order and so a new Newtonian theory may be obtained in which this defi-

ciency does not occur. This will be the subject of the next chaptet, where

we will show that this new Newtonian theory really is the approximation

of general relativity for weak fields and small characteristic velocities, and

should replace the former theory.

The aim of this chapter is to derive the Newtonian theory from general

relativity and to put it into a framework for cosmological use. There exist

versions of Newtonian cosmology which assume homogeneity. However, here

we aim to look at cosmology in a more general light. In general relativity

both homogeneous and inhomogeneous models are interesting. We propose

to extend the Heckmann and Schücking scheme to include inhomogeneous

analogues. Such models allow for pressure to enter into the dynamics unlike

the models described in section 2.2 wherc pressure is a function of time only.
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\Me will see explicitly how the linear approximation fails to be Newtonian

cosmology - we will see exactly what information is being lost in taking

this approximation and we will see that there is no well-posed initial value

formulation. This will be our motivation to apply an approximation of higher

order in the following chapter - the Post-Newtonian approximation.

4.2 Foundations

Following Heckmann and Schücking, [58, 59] we define our Newtonian Cos-

mology to be:

(1) A three dimensional Euclidean space, with a universal time parametet t,

(2) with matter source, a perfect fluid.

(3) There are four functions of spacetime:

(a) the density, p (i,t);

(b) the pressure, p(F,t),, which is typically related to the density

through a barotropic equation of state;

(c) the gravitational potential,, ó(F,t);
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(d) and the velocity field vector, õ (F,t)

These are related by the well known equations of fluid dynamics,

the continuity equation

do

i*ry.d:0, (4.1)

which is an expression of the conservation of mass, and the Euler equation

d - 1-
;õ : -vó - ior, (4.2)

which is a force equation relating the gravitation and pressure. The convec-

tive derivative

da
m: æ+d'v'

is the rate of change as seen moving with the fluid.

The Poisson equation relates the field to the source

Y"ó:  trGp. (4.3)

For a theory to be physically viable it needs to have a "well-posed" initial

value formulation - small changes in the initial data should result in small
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changes in the solution. In this way the solutions will depend in a continuous

manner on the initial data. The precise criterion for the existence of a well-

posed initial value formulation is dependent on the type of theory under

consideration.

The system above, equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), along with a

barotropic equation of state, do not give rise to a well-posed initial value

problem. We can see this in the following way:

Consider initial values po(i) : p(í,to) and ri¡(Ë) : õ(í,ús). Then clearlyp¡(fl

is obtained from the equation of state. The gravitational potential do(Ð "ut

be found by solving equation (4.3) only after boundary conditions have been

stated. However, in the context of cosmology, the Newtonian theory has no

boundary conditions, and thus we cannot assume that the density dies off

at infinity, and so / is only known up to an arbitrary solution of Laplace's

equation V'rþ :0. The time derivatives of po and u-6 ar€ determined from

(4.1) and (4.2). The time derivative of / must satisfy a Poisson equation,

Y'Ó: 4rGþ'

However, this also leads to an arbitrary harmonic function, this process con-
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tinuing on for every higher time derivative of /, so that an infinite number

of boundary conditions must be imposed. Very simply, Í : const is a char-

acteristic surface of the system and it is not permitted to set initial data on

such a surface, [28].

At first sight this is a peculiar phenomenon) since Newton's theory is a

iimiting approximation of general relativity, yet Einstein's equations are well

known to have a well-posed Cauchy problem. Some structural information

is clearly being lost.

In general relativity the existence of an initial value formulation is due to

the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem, which states that hyperbolic systems have

an initial value formulation. However, this theorem merely shows that an

initial value formulation exists. It does not show that the system is well-

posed because it does not establish the continuous dependence of solutions

on initial data in a suitable sense, and does not take into account the causal

propagation of the field.

In the context of our problem, without having a well-posed initiai value

problem we are not able to determine the future states of initial fluctuations

of the velocity and density fields from the equations of Newtonian theory.

What we want, is to be able to specify reasonable initial data, such that
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the dynamical evolution of the system will be uniquely determined and the

theory will have a formally well-posed initial value formulation. In section

5.6 we clarify what is meant by "formally well-posed".

Consider the Cauchy problem in general relativit¡ and why it is that

the Newtonian limit loses the well-posedness character of Einstein's theory.

Following the treatment by Synge [102] with minor modifications, a suitable

initial data set a,t 14 :0 is given by g¡",, g¡rv,4t p and U¿, and the pressure p

is determined by an equation of state, p : lØ). Objects such as g¡L.u,i and

gu.v,i4 àre- initial data, but !¡.tv,44 for example, is not initial data.

The Christoffel symbols

Uolo:lrs'" (s.,,0I 9o0,, - 9,p,o)l,n-o,

are purely initial data. The Ricci tensor is

R,, - l"t plpor,

lorr,o-lïe,r+ ID,

ll,o,, * l"r,lpoplor,,,

where ID means expressible in terms of initial data only. In component form,

1

-r0R¿+ "gii,nn+ ID,

R¿¿
f,snnsnlnn 

+ I D,
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-lron+sor,n+ r I D,

R : g¿i,qn(ga¿gaj -gnngoj)+ID,

Gî ID,

Gî ID.

We need to solve the Einstein equations G¡", - KT¡",, or equivalently

R¿j

Gî

* ('n' -'¡'n") '

oTr,

Gî ort,

where

T =Tl: g)PT^p,

with

T :71 + Ti :3p - p"'

Along similar lines to [102] we may formulate the Initial Value Theo-

rem in the following way. (More rigorous approaches may be found in [25],

[26]):
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Given that there exists an equation of state p: p(p), arbitrary functions

g+¡"(nrrtzrt3,rn), lt:Ir2r3,4, initial data orr 14:0; g¿i, such that g¿¡,a,

p, ui,, are functions of (*t,*',r3,0) and the initial data being subject to

constraint s Gî : n Tf and Gî : ^Tî.

There exists a unique solution to the Einstein equations, given some time

interval, which is found by solving

R¡j K (r^i -T'n,,),

which determines the evolution of the spatial components of the metric, g¿7;

the Bianchi identities

Tï.r: o,

which are evolution equations for u¿ and p,, and ensure that the constraint

equations are maintained at all times; and the full harmonic gauge coordinate

condition

gq"lfio :0, (4.4)

which provides evolution equations for g¡"+.

The Newtonian theory, in a cosmological context, has no well-posed initial

value formulation. To see this consider the above theory with the Newtonian
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approximatîon¡ g¡", N \t, -2þc-26¿¡. The the only remaining equations are

the Poisson equations, which are constraint equations. The R¿¡, the evolution

equations, reduce to the Poisson equations. They are just one and the same.

Thus, there is no evolution equation for /.

4.3 Shortcomings of the Newtonian Theory.

The Newtonian theory may be obtained from general relativity by taking the

weak field limit with small characteristic velocities. This theory is the first

order approximation and so we will only keep terms to that order.

The weak field limit simply means that the metric will take the following

form

LLr, : \¡r, * €¡"r1 (4'5)

where

lrr"l K 1 (4.6)

As usual \t", : (1,1, I - !), e* is symmetric, Greek indices run from I to 4

and Latin from 1 to 3. Also, € : €ì = TÀpe¡p.

Since

g'^g¡, : 6T, Ø'7)
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it follows that

gþ, : nr, - eþ, + O(ez), (4.S)

where

eþ, : nrrnro eoo. (4.9)

Since we are working to first order we will drop all terms which are of order

O(r') and higher.

The Christoffel symbols

Uo: 
L¡s'^(o^r,o I !¡,,, - gp,,À), (4'10)

become

1

Uo : |n'^('^,,0 f- 
€pÀ,v - erp,^)' (4'11)

We now define

where

and so

Óp, : €p, -t rrr',

ó=ó)i-€,

€pr: Ór, -f,nrrÓ,

(4.t2)

(4.13)

(4.t4)
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and thus

The Riemann tensor

becomes

The Ricci tensor

becomes

The scalar

1
€44,4¡

2

1

2
€44,i¡

11
€¿i,4- 

ie+¿,i - ,€+i,it

1

i'nn,j I eqj,q,

1

2
€4i,i,

(e¿j,nle¡n¡-e*,¡)

R: RI",

rln

rXo

.1nq
'xJ 2

FJL44

1I 
,e+i';

€¿i,+ni1L4i t
ri1Lilr 

,

Rlso : |f,,,s * li,l[" - ll,,o - l\,1!",

Rïx, : rrn" ("0,'^ * €^',op - €pv,a\ - eo^,'p)'

R)s"

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.t7)

(4.18)

(4.1e)

R,,

R,,

: t 
{rlr,, * e'),,t" - e'},,x - e r,)
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becomes

The Einstein tensor

R: e'll - e',1,,

Gt", :rr{-órr,^'^ I ósr,,'\ I ós,,r'^ - qt",óxp'^P).

(4.20)

(4.2t)

becomes

which in terms of $ can be written as

1
G¡.,,: R¡,, g¡"rR,

2

ór, ) ó'r, + tt",, * tr,, - rlrrËÌ.

Gt",:t {r'/.r,,+,^r,r'\ - €¡"r,\'^ - €,uv - r¡¡"re),p'^p *q¡"re,s'^), (4.22)

Let us now digress for a moment and consider the harmonic gauge. We can

make an infinitesimal coordinate transformation

tr: t'þ -f tr@"), (4.24)

corresponding to the gauge transformation

epv -+ ,'rr: er, * (r,, I (r,r, (4.25)

and so in terms of /

(4.23)

(4.26)
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In general relativity the harmonic coordinates, np, are a set of four scalar

flelds each of which is a soiution to the wave equation

With this choice of gauge it is easy to see that

Gr, -+ G'r,: Gu,

arP :0

Thus,

llogP" :0,

ur: (T,-1) + o(p'),

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.2e)

(4.33)

and so

(4.30)

or in terms of /

Ói,,:0. (4'31)

We can now write the Einstein equations to (?(e) as

/1 1-r ,dUtrr: --ró*r'o,o, Ø.32)

After linearizing gravity we are now in a position to consider the Newtonian

limit. This is found when the 4-velocity u, has components

€T,o
1: 
2e'"
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where v is the characteristic velocity and c is the speed of light and c" : {Oh

the velocity of sound which is small compared to c.

For a perfect fluid the Einstein tensor takes the form

where

Notice that lTaal > lTo¿l > lT¿¡1.

þ : ,1.'

Gt", : KT¡", : *lØ"' * p)uru, I pgr,],

(4.34)

(4.35)

(4.37)

where

8nG
c-4

T* is the energy-momentum tensor, p the density and p the pressure, which

we will assume is O(82)pc2 since p is approximately the kinetic energy density.

The T,r, to leading order are

T+q

T+¿ - Pcu¿

pc2

pu¿u¡ * p6¿¡T¿j :
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We assume that ep, : O(p'), and that €p.v,4: O(B)e¡",,t. Thus, we can make

the approximation that âþ¡,, N V2Óp, whereby free gravitational waves are

assumed to be vanishingly small, and then the Einstein equations read

Gq+ -tro"ú:KPc2¡ (4.38)

(4.3e)

where ú :- óno.

1
Gu v' ón¿: -KPCU:¡2

1
G¿j -t V' ó¿¡ : n(pu¿u¡ -f P6¿¡),

o(p{r),

o(p'ú).

We see that

We can now write

ón¿

ó¿¡

€+4

€+i

e¿j

ó¿¿,

óo¡ +116;¡(ú - ónn),
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: l-u6n¡ 
+ o(pzv),

Next we would iike to see what orders of magnitude the various components

of þ are. To this end we will derive the Poisson equation. We begin by

considering the spatial component of the geodesic equation of motion for a

particle

t3: * ll,czupu, : 0. (4.40)
dtz | - t't¡

This gives

d2rk I un
* = irfn"'. (4.41)

The Newtonian equation of motion for a particle in a gravitational field is

€.

d2 rk
o,/r, (4.42)

and so

which implies

dt2

o
2 at

ú : -4Qc2.

€q+ (4.43)

(4.44)

So we see that equation (4.3S) lor Gqq is simply the Poisson equation (4.3)

V'lÞ: 4nGp. (4.45)
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Thus we expect Ut : O(0\, and so we must have that Óq,¿ = O(Pt) and that

ó;¡ = o(p^).Keeping in mind that we discard terms o(p'), then we are left

with

€++ -2Qfc2,

e¿j -2Q6¿¡ f c2 ,

Q+a -4Qfc2,

Q¿¿ 0,

Aij 0

We are now in a position to obtain the other Newtonian equations. These

equations arise from the Bianchi identities with TP" known to O(82)

T'l' : o' (4.46)

e4i : 0,

or

7,1," +ll,T"' *lf,,TP" :0.

The p : 4 component, disregarding all terms O(P") and smaller gives

(.p"'),n * (pcu¿),¿ : 0,,

(4.47)

(4.48)
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or

ôo

fr * (ru),i : 0, (4.49)

which is the continuity equation (6.13). We note here that all terms l? were

too small to enter into the equation. If we now take the þ : i component,

we find that

(puou¡ + p6¿¡),¡ I (pcu¿),n * pO,¿ : 0, (4.50)

which with the help of (4.1) becomes

0u¿ 1

* + uiu¿,i : -O,, - ã, 
(4.51)

which is the Euler equation (4.2).

unfortunately the equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) are not consistent, since

to first order Glí :0 should imply lhat T,N' : 0, but, this is not the case.

The last term in the Euler equation pO,¿, arises from lLnTnn : -f,p"'r++,;,,

implying that we need 7,1," : 0. This inconsistency arises from the orders of

the Gr,'s taken. So these equations are not the linearized approximations to

the Bianchi identities. It is clear that structural information is lost in taking

the linear approximation of general relativity. The gradient potential term

may only be obtained by considering a higher non-linear approximation.
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Further, in the cosmological context, there are no boundary values and so

there is no unique solution to the Poisson equation, and thus there is no well-

posed initial value formulation. The evolution and constraint equations are

just one and the same. Again, more information is needed. To this end, we

wiil use the Newtonian approximation linearized around flat Minkowski space

as a guide for postulating equations which may be extended to cosmology.

This does not mean that the linearized approximation along with boundary

conditions is to be Newtonian cosmology, it is only the field equations which

are to act in this role.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

Standard Newtonian cosmological theory is inadequate; the Bianchi identities

are not obtainable from the field equations and there is no well-posed initial

value problem.

In addition, Newtonian theory is incomplete. The reasons for these insuf-

ficiencies are the following. In Newtonian theory, which is the expansion of

general relativity in terms of weak gravitational fields and small velocities up

to order c-2, all that remains of the field equations is the Poisson equation,
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ie. the evolution equation and the constraint equations have become one and

the same. \ryith no time evolution equation for the Newtonian potential /, a

unique solution for $ cannot be found, and so the theory is not well-posed.

Furthermore, the term - V Ó, a term of order c-4, does not feature in the

fleld equations, and hence the Bianchi identities cannot be fully obtained.

In the following chapter we will consider a higher order approximation to

general relativity - a post-Newtonian approximation'
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Chapter 5

Post-Newtonian

Approximations of General

Relativity

In the last chapter,l/e sa\ry that the standard Newtonian theory - obtained as

a first order limit of general relativity - is inadequate for use in cosmology.

In this chapter we will consider a higher order, non-linear approximation of

general relativity. This will turn out to be equivalent to the Newtonian ap-

proximation, but have the advantage of being complete in the sense that the
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Bianchi identities are a consequence of the field equations. We recommend

that this approximation replace the flrst order theory of the previous chapter

since it is the lowest order approximation which actually gives Newtonian

cosmology.

Unfortunately, although complete, this theory still does not have a well-

posed initial value problem. This motivates an even higher order extension.

A post-Newtonian approximation will be developed which is well-posed.2

We introduce the definition of the post-Newtonian approximation and

the extent to which the theory may be applied within the universe in section

5.1. In section 5.2 we write down a post-Newtonian approximation to all

orders. In section 5.3 we recover the second order theory and show how

it is actually the first approximation that gives Newtonian cosmology. We

consider a simplified model in section 5.4 which is the inspiration behind a

trick that will be used in section 5.5 where we derive the post-Newtonian

approximation. We will follow with a disscussion of the well-posedness of the

2Here there occurs a slight abuse of the word "well-posed". In section 5.6 we will

explore the initial value formulation of the post-Newtonian approximation in detail. For

the moment however, we can say that the post-Newtonian system gives a unique solution

for the Newtonian potential / in the sense of a formal power series.
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post-Newtonian approximation in section 5.6 and end in Section 5.7 with a

summary of the main results of this chapter

5.1- Brief History of Post-Newtonian Approx-

imations

There are many instances where Newtonian gravity dominates but general

relativistic effects play an important role in evolution. Therefore an approx-

imation scheme is needed which yields a Newtonian approximation at lowest

order and takes into account general relativistic effects as perturbations at

higher orders. Post-Newtonian approximations provide such a scheme.

Einstein was the flrst to compute post-Newtonian effects when he stud-

ied the precession of the perihelion [42]. A systematic study of the post-

Newtonian approximation has been given by Chandrasekhar 120],l2l], 1221.

Post-Newtonian approximations have many applications and there is a

great body of literature on the subject, far too great to be reviewed here

[109]. However, to mention but a few, post-Newtonian approximations are

needed in the equation of motion of binary pulsars, [11], [48], [65], [32]; with
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solar system tests of general realtivity, [110], [111], and gravitational radia-

tion reaction [16, 23]. The analytic solutions of the Regge-Wheeler equation

are given as a post-Minkowskian expansion, which is a post-Newtonian ex-

pansion when applied to the gravitational radiation from a particle in circular

orbit about a black hole in [79]. Also, in [a0] Newtonian cosmology is used

to average out inhomogeneities.

The general idea of the approximation scheme is to use the Minkowski

metric as the background spacetime and to introduce the parameter B which

is a characteristic velocity divided by the speed of light. It is important

that the system is bound by its own gravity. For the weakening gravity to

remain having an effect on the system's dynamics, it is necessary that the

characteristic velocities and forces become smaller as the gravitational field

becomes weaker. This is where B becomes important; deviations from a flat

metric are represented by the Newtonian potential, and these must be of the

same order as the velocity.

Consider the situation of a compact binary system. Even for slow ve-

locities and weak gravitational attraction between the two stars they will

eventually spiral in, and gravity waves will be produced. Then the higher

order effects will dominate. This is the sort of situation where one has to
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be careful when constructing the post-Newtonian approximation in order to

avoid formal problems, [41]. Deflning the Newtonian limit carefuliy can re-

move these problems, [51] and leads to the fact that the post-Newtonian

theory is a hierarchy of better and better approximations, [52].

The post-Newtonian approximation may be applied to gravity waves. For

meaningful comparison between observation and theory it is necessary to go

to order 0" i..4PN higher than Newtonian theory. In [5, 6,7,8,9] schemes

have been developed to calculate the waveform at higher order, coupling

the Newtonian approximation to the external field and the post-Newtonian

approximation to the field near to the source. See also [10, 3, 4,,29,30,31,

54,671.

In [1] it is shown how to construct the post-Newtonian hierarchy, avoid

divergent integrals and incorporate stlong internal gravity into the post-

Newtonian approximation. Also, a (3 * 1) formalism is adopted for numerical

use and a formulation for constructing numerical equilibrium solutions of a

uniformly rotating fluid in 2PN is given.

For a discussion of gravity waves of slowly moving systems it is necessary

to take into account the deviation of the light cone from flat space. Asada

and Futamase, [1] obtain the same results as Blanchet and Damour, [5, 6,
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7, 8, 9]. The difference in their approach is that, compared with already

existing formulations of hierarchies,,'20,21,221 they are only restricted by

the transverse gauge. Since any gauge can be applied, these past formalisms

may be compared with Asada and Futamase's approach, and their properties

may be investigated.

The previous Newtonian approximation is not problematic to use in non-

cosmological situations, and Asada and Futamase are able to write down

an initial value problem for their Newtonian approximation because they

have boundary conditions. They assume an absence of radiation far from

the source. They can then write down free data for the field whose explicit

forms depend on the choice of coordinates. Since they are interested in the

evoiution of an isolated system by its own gravitational interaction these

coordinates vanish.

Of more interest here is the work of Rendall. In [92] a mathematically

rigorous definition of the post-Newtonian approximation is given. The post-

Newtonian approxìmations presented are very general. Newtonian theory is

recoverable and the theory includes the Newton-Cartan theory.

In [93] the initial value problem is discussed in the context of general

relativistic fluid bodies. Hence, the work is not of a cosmological nature but
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it does deal with issues of well-posedness. The Euler-Poisson system for a

Makino self-gravitating system, [78] is extended to the relativistic case. It

becomes obvious that the relativistic case is far simpler due to the equa-

tions being hyperbolic rather than elliptic-hyperbolic. This allows the use of

existence theorems.

Post-Newtonian approximations feature mainly in astrophysical applica-

tions and have seen little use in cosmology. There seems to be no examples

in the literature where the post-Newtonian approximation has been used in

cosmology to

o complete the Newtonian theory,

o add pressure into the dynamics,

o provide a well-posed inital value probleml,

o improve on the singularity difficulties in the case of anisotropy.

It is important to recognise these differences in how the post-Newtonian

approximation is being used. The post-Newtonian approximation of this
lAlthough the issue of a well-posed initial value problem for various post-Newtonian

approximations either in cosmological with boundary conditions or non-cosmological sit-

uations is discussed.
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work is tailored to cosmology and is aimed at frxing the many difrculties

associated with standard Newtonian cosmology as based on the traditional

approach of Heckmann and Schücking and as obtained as a specialization of

linearized general relativity.

A few comments should be made about the term "post". The Newtonian

approximation is of order O(2) and the post-Newtonian limit of any metric

theory of gravity is given by [109]:

o(4),

o(3),

9oo

9o¿

gij

to

to

to o(2).

Odd order terms like O(1) or O(3) contain an odd number of factors of time

derivatives or velocities (where an expansion in B is used). These factors

change sign under time reversal. Thus, they represent energy dissipation

and absorption by the system. For a perfect fluid in a post-Newtonian ap-

proximation this corresponds to Euler equations with ?00 to order po(z),

Toi to order pO(3) and, Tii to order pO(4). Conservation of rest mass pre-

vents terms of O(l) from appearing in the Lagrangian built from the metric.

Conservation of energy in the Newtonian limit prevents terms of O(3). Be-
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yoñ O(4) different theories make different predictions. In general relativity

conservation of post-Newtonian energy prohibits terms of order O(5). But

terms of order O(7) car' appear! Such terms represent energy loss due to

gravitational radiation. Problems tend to arise as one goes to higher and

higher order. The harmonic gauge conditions often cause a breakdown at

the c-a level. The corrections are no longer appropriate for asymptotic con-

ditons because they grow too large, and then the whole approximation breaks

down.

In this work the word "post" will be used in a very loose sense' Anything

which has corrections of higher than first order will be considered "post".

Only in hindsight will we give appropriate terminology to the various higher

order approximations. Another point that should be noted is that "post"

can refer to any Newtonian theory which has higher order corrections to the

Newtonian level. We have already seen (in chapters 2 and 3) that there are

many alternative theories to that of the Heckmann and Schücking approach.

Most of the post-Newtonian approximations featured in the literature are

either post-Newtonian extensions of the Newtonian theory or of the Newton-

Cartan theory. In this work we will study post-Newtonian extensions of the

Heckmann and Schücking based Newtonian theory only and this merely in
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the context of cosmology. Post-Newtonian approximations are mostly used

in astrophysical applications where there are boundary conditions. The mo-

tivation there is typically to obtain higher accuracy. In this work, however,

the motivation is to obtain, without imposing any unnatural boundary con-

ditions, a complete Newtonian theory in the sense of the Bianchi identities

being obtainable from the field equations, and a theory which is well-posed.

5.2 Higher Order Approximations

We can expand the metric aiong similar lines to [108]. We choose units

such that the typical velocity has magnitude 1, i... þ N c-r, and assume

a one parameter family of metrics gr,(r',c) for which there is a system of

coordinater (ro, ri) in which the components have the following asymptotic

behaviour as c ---+ oo:

goo : -1 - 2Ór-'-2ac-a -2a'c-6 -2a"c-4..... ',

9o¡ : (rc-t ¡ (i"-u * el'.-'....., (5.1)

gii : 6ii - 2Ó6ii"-' + a¿ic + o'¿j"-u + o'¿!r-"..... (5.2)
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It will also be useful to expand the quantity gp, (defined in the previous

chapter)

-4ó"-' I ïr-a I 0'c-6 * g" c-8 ..... , (5 3)

erc-t ¡ e',"-u + e'o'"-' (5.4)

ót¡c-a + Ó'o¡"-u + Ó'o}.-" (5 5)

1
a

4
(o -f ór*), (t' (0, I ó,*ò,

4

aij 6r, +lr6;i(0 - ónn),, d'ij : ó',, +160,(0' - ónx),.' .

Rendall, [92], presents a definition of the post-Newtonian approximation

where the metric expansion uses Ú rather than rs : cl and is different to that

here (and of Chandrasekhar [20]) in that both the gravitational variables and

the matter variables are expanded. Rendall's metric, however;has an extra

potential he calls tJ' .2 This potential does not seem to have a significant role

to play in his subsequent analysis.

Taking 9oo : -1 - 2$¿-z and go¿ and g¿¡ as zero we may expect to re-

gain the Newtonian theory. For reasons that will become more obvious, the

2In the notation here, such a potential would correspond to a c-3 term in gee

?oo

9o¿

9ij

whence

1
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second order theory that we regain in section 5.3 will be called the Newto-

nian approximation, and the fourth order approximation in section 5.5 will

be called the post-Newtonian approximation. Rendall's expansion has the

advantage that it is easier to see what is Newtonian, what is post-Newtonian

and what is post-post-Newtonian etc..

The harmonic gauge condition gives a series of equations in successive

powers of c-2,

1
(5.6)ó

Ç¿

¡t

t;

(¿,¿,

óoi,i,

4

\¿,¿,

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.e )ó'o¡,¡

The velocity expands as

Uþ Itlol (-1, u¿c-L l r'¿"-" + rl'"-u + ...), (5.10)

where ftornUrUtt : -I¡

[Jo' : I+ (2ó+r')"-'-l (2rr+6óu'+u4 +2(¿u¿l2u¿ul)c-a + "', (5.11)
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and the density and pressure expand as

p: p*p'r-'+p""-n+..., (5.12)

P : P+P'c-2+P"c-n+.... (5.13)

The energy-momentum tensor is defined as before, along with a bary-

otropic equation of state p : lØ), which implies for higher pressure terms,

P' : l'(p)p' , P" : f '(p)p" + lf" Ø)(p")' ,

This expansion is not suitable for isolated bodies. Consider a binary

system. The deviation away from p is not p' since the difference can become

signifi.cant over large distances. Therefore it is necessary to use different

coordinate systems for each position of the two stars and then compare the

different densities in each coordinate system.

5.3 The Second Order Theory

The field equations R* to order c-a in the harmonic gauge are

(2)rBoo
óJ,x 4trGp, (5.14)

(3).Ro¿
e¿,n* 16rGpu¿, (5.15)
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ç+)Rti
ó¿ j,t"t" -I6nG(pu¿u¡ - 6¿¡P) -18óó,¿¡ + 4ó,¿ó,¡

- 6 ¿¡(6Ó,nÓ,n * 32tt G PS), (5.16)

1(a),Roo

4
(-0,rr I 6ó,¿ó,¿ - l6rG(pu' + +pó - p'))

(5. 17)

The continuity equation (4.1) is obtainable from the above by combining

the time derivative of (5.14) and the spatiai derivative of (5.15). The Euler

equation one gets from the combination of the time derivative of (5.15) and

the spatial derivative of (5.16). Thus, the extra nonlinear terms introduced at

order c-a provide the required consistency. It is thereforejustified to consider

equations (5.14) to (5.16) as the actual Newtonian theory. The fields Ç and

ó;¡ play a purely subsidiary role and should cause no concern. Their purpose

is to provide integrability conditions for (5.6), (5.7)' (5.15) and (5.16). The

equation (5.17) serves only to define the next order approximation to the

density, p',in terms of an arbitrary specified quantity d.

This theory is the lowest order approximation that gives a consistent

Newtonian cosmology and thus, should replace the standard first order ap-

proximation as presented in the previous chapter. \Me will therefore call it the

Newtonian approximation. Many authors would refer to such an approxima-

ó
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tion as post-Newtonian or post-and-a-ha1f-Newtonian since g¡", is expanded

in the following way:

eoo to O(4),

eo¿ to O(3),

sii to O(4).

Although we now have formulated a consistent Newtonian theory, unfor-

tunately this theory still does not have a well-posed initial value problem.

To see this consider the equation

,i, - -!r!r,r,r- (5.18)Y - 4YxtJJ 
t

which is obtained from the harmonic gauge conditions. This equation is a

time evolution equation for /, however, we still need to solve an infinite series

of Poisson equations for higher derivatives of ó¿¡ in order to obtain the higher

order derivatives of /,

5.4 A Simplified Model

In order to better understand what we might do about these equations con-

sider a much simpler "toy" model, [101], which exhibits most of the charac-
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teristics of the full system of equations. Our model consists of a scalar field

\[ coupled to a source field ,B by the equation

{/,oo + v,oü'o - -ü,00 + v2v - (ü,0)'+ (v!ú)2 - R"-', (5.19)

and a dynamical equation for the source

A : F(Ê, \n). (5.20)

Given initial data, .R(r-,0), iú(r-,0) and ú,0("-,0), this system clearly has a

well-posed Cauchy problem

Following the method discussed in the previous section, the "Newtonian

limit" is

t + rþ"-2 l rþ'"-n +..., (5.21)

p I p'"-' + (5.22)

v"þ (5.23)

ü

R

and the first two successive approximants of (5.19) are

P''

-ri +V'rþ' -rþ,¿tþ,¿ I P', (5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

while eq. (5.20) approximates to

p : rþ),

p frØ)p'+ lrØ)rþ,
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where lØ) = F(p,\), l{ù = Fn(p,l) and frØ) = F*(p,1).

Equation (5.23) is an initial data equation, together with

-o 
:V''rþ: þ: f Ø). (5.27)

However the system is not well-posed because on taking the time derivative

of eq. (5.27) and comparing it with the equation which arises on taking V2

of (5.20), a fourth order constraint equation results lor tþt,

v'v'rþ' : -v'(rþ,¿rþ,¡) +Y'p' + ót(p)ó(p). (5.2s)

Given initial values of ú, p, $, p' and. rþ' L" initially subject to the constraint

equation (5.23), there is nothing in the evolution equations which guarantees

this constraint is maintained at later times. Consequently the system is not

well-posed since no finite number of functions can be set initially from which

a unique evolution develops.

There is however another approach which may be adopted at this stage.

The first order Newtonian approximation is taken to be the usual pair of

equations (5.23) and (5.25) which are not well-posed. The second order post-

Newtonian approximation is now set to be the pair of linear combinations

(5.23) +c-2 (5.2+) and (5.25)-lc-2(5.26). This pair then form a well-posed
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set for aîy a,rbitra,ry choice of 1þt(F,ú) and p'(F,t). For example, with the

"obvious" choices ,þ' : p': 0 the equations read

,i: 
"'vrþ + (vrþ)" - pc2,

þ : lØ) + "-, rrØ)rþ.

5.5 The Post-Newtonian Approximation

To find an evolution equation for $¿¡ we need to go to higher order still, to

c-6. In the harmonic gauge the extra fleld equations at this order are

(5)r?o¿
\¿ \x,J J

3(¡,¡ó,0 -12(¡ó,¿¡ - 2ó,¡e¡,¿ - l6trGlori + rn(p' I p) I pu¿u2 - ieeo),

(5.2e)

1a)Rti ó¿j - ó'¿i,t"t :

-I KoCr,r¡ -f Ç&,n;) - & (e¡,¡n -l Ç,¿n) l2C*en,¿¡ I en,¿(n,i * (¿,ne¡,t

-2ó,* (óx¿,¡ t ó*j,¿ - 2ó¿¡,n) - 16óó,¿ó,¡ I 2$,¿0,¡ I ó,¿ó^*¡ I 2ó,j0,¿

lÓ¡Ó*^,¿ - 2Ó (Ón¿,¡n * Óni,¿t - Ó¿i,t"¡ - Ó*^j¡ - 0,;¡) - 2Ón¿Ó,¡n

-2ón¡ó,¿t * 2$,¿¡(0 + ó**) - 6n,l|er,oen,¿ * Te ¡,r(*,¡ * T(&,*)'
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-(ne^,*t - 4ó,t ón¿,¿ * 4ó,nó¿¿,* - 72óó,*óJ* * 4ó,¿0,¡ - Zón¿ï,¿n)

-ó (2óro,or - 2ó¿¿,t t - t0,oo) * SzrG lrØ' * P)u¿u¡ * 2p(u¿ut¡ -f u¡uto)

+2p(2$ | u2)u¿u¡ l- pÓ¿¡ + 6r¡ (ze' + 2pÓr' - tpT - IÓp' - iOp

+f,ó,npl, + ipór*)1, (5.30)

(u),Roo ' o¿¡ - o',¡"¡6¿¡ :

t&,¿1st,,o + å((*,*)' - TC¡,*er,¡ l2ÓJ"Ó¿¿,t - 20ÓÓ,nÓ,n * 4Ó,¿Ó'¿

-2óx¿0,¿*- ó(rórn,¿t,l2ó¿¿,w, + l0,on) * 4ón¿ó,;t"

-l8trG lro" * tpO - tóp' + 2p'u' + 2Pu2 - f;Ó,rp,r

+p (+u'ou¿ * 6u26 r 2ua - Tóoo + t0 - 8ó' + qr*e*)1. (5.31)

Equation (5.30) is the required evolution equation for $;¡. However, the

system is not closed and stiil does not have a weli-posed initial value problem.

This is because the term Ó';¡ is no longer arbitrary but must satisfy a 4th order

constraint equation:

yzv2ó';i : -Y2 B¿j * A;i - r6nG lØr,r¡)'+ ¿0,Þ) , (5.32)

where

A¿j = Sóó¡¡ * 4ó,¿ó,¡ - 6¿¡(6ó,nó,n I S2trGp$), (5.33)

and B¿¡ is the right hand side of equation (5.30). The time derivatives on
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the right hand side can be re-explessed in terms of initial data by using

the various evolution equations such as the harmonic gauge conditions and

the Bianchi identities. Without these constraint equations, (5.17) and (5.31)

will not be consistent with each other. Thus, the system has been pushed

to a higher order of accuracy, but with no further resolution of the initial

value problem. It seems as though we are obtaining an endless sequence of

equations giving post-post-etc.-Newtonian theories.

It is however possible to make a cut-off at the post-Newtonian level in

such a way that we arrive at a closed system of equations with a well-posed

initial value problem. The trick is to use the idea illustrated by the simple

model in section 5.4 to replace equations (5.29) to (5.31) by the waveiike

equations

ô -,'ó,*r : -- trGpc' - 
tntr,* 

- 6ó,¿ó,¿ - r6rG(pu' + 4pó - p')), (5.34)

(o - "'eo,m 
: -16rGpu¿c2 * 4,rn + 3(¡,¡ó,¡ * 2e¡ó,¿¡ - 2ó,¡(¡,¿

-t6rGl,,r'o + ui(p' + p) * pu¿u2 - io(,), (5.35)

õ0, - .'ó¿j,t n : ó'.i¡,t r" -l c2 ((l6nG(pror¡ + 6;¡P) - 8ÓÓ,¿¡ - 4Ó,¿Ó,¡

t6¿¡(6ó,nó,¡!32nGpd)) - TGoCr,r¡ i (¡(n,n¿) - Ç(eo,¡r* C¡,¿n)

l2enÇ,¿¡ I Cn,¿en,j * e¿,n1j,n - 2Ó,n (Ón¡,¡ + Ónj,¿ - 2Ó¡¡,*) - 16ÓÓ,¿Ó,¡
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-12ó,¿0,¡ * ó,¿Ó*^,j l2Ó,j0,¿ * Ó,jÓ**,¿

-2ó(Ó*¿,¡nI Óni,¿t" - Ó¿i,tt - Ó**,tj - 0,¿¡) -2Ón¿Ó,¡*

-2þn¡ó,¿t -125,¿¡(0 -l ó*^) - õo¡ ller,nen,¡ * L('¡,*er,¡ t T(e*,r)'

-en(*,^t" - 4Ó,nÓn¿,¿ l4Ó,nÓ¿¿,n - l2ÓÓ,*Ó,¡, ! 4þ,t0,; - 2Ón¿0,¿n

-ó (2óro,o^ - 2ó¿¿,t"t" - |o,oo)l-F SzrG lrØ * P)u¿u¡ -l2p(u¿u'¡ * u¡u'o)

+2p(2þ ¡ u2)u¿u¡ -f pó¿¡ + 6r¡ (ze' + 2pór' - tpe - Iód - iâp

+f;ó,nP,* + ipó*)). (5.36)

With these additional terms at the c-6 level there occur extra terms in the

Bianchi identities which are obtainable from the equations (5.34) to (5.36)

above and are

where

þ* (p,¿),¿* #*A(Ò,r*- (j,¡nn- À- n¡,,) :o

p(ù¿ * pujui¡ -f ó,¿) I P,¿ * (þ + (pr¡),j)u¡:

"# 
(Ci,¡¡ + Ì)o - Ó'ni,ir* - B;i,i + 

"'A¿¡,¡) ,

A: 6ó¡ó,¡ - r6nG(pr" + 4pó - p'),,

(5.37)

(5.38)

(5.3e)
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B¿ 3(j,¡ ó,¿ * 2(¡ó,¿¡ - 2Ó,¡(¡,¡

-rlrGlori + ui(p' + p) * pu¿u2 - ielo), (5.40)

allld A¿¡ and B¿¡ are defined as before.

By using the harmonic gauge conditions \4/e may rewrite equations (5.34)

and (5.35) as constraint equations

ó,nn 4nGpc2 (0,*r-óin,¡n-A),1
_L-
' 4"2

(5.41)

(¡,nn 1.6nGpu¿ + ! ?ei,t¡ t ó¿¡,¡ - Bo) . (5.42)

Notice that (5.37) and the , i derivative of (5.42) imply the time derivative

of the first constraint equation (5.41). Also, (5.38) and the spatial deriva-

tive of equation (5.36) imply the time derivative of the (5.42). Hence the

constraint equations are carried forward in time as a consequence of the evo-

lution equations and will automatically hold at all later times if they hold at

l:0.
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5.6 Well-posedness of the Post-Newtonian

Approximation

The post-Newtonian approximation in cosmology consists of the constraint

equations (5.41) and (5.42). The evolution equations are the harmonic gauge

conditions (5.6), (5.7), (5.S), (5.9), the Bianchi identities (5'37)' (5'38) and

the field equation (5.36). The equation (5.31) only serves to define the next

order of fields and is not part of the system, and so may be omitted. We

now have a complete and closed system which has a well-posed initial value

problem in the following sense:

If we provide ten arbitrary of space and time, Ó't¡(F,t), P' (F,f) and ui(í,t),,

the initial data S¿¡(F,0), óo¡(i,0),,0(F,0), (l("-, 0), p(F,0), u¿(F,,0) as functions

of r-, and ó(F,0),, (,(i,0) subject to the constraint equations (5.41) and (5.42),

then the evolution equations determine a unique space-time dependence for

ó, e;, Ó¿¡,0,, el, p and u¿ in the sense of a formal power series'

Although every choice of functions ó'¿j, p' and uj leads to a viable post-

Newtonian cosmological theory, it is obviously simplest to set them all to

zero. It also then follows from (5.14) that P' :0, while consistency with the

harmonic conditions (5.S) and (5.9) is maintained by also setting d : 0 and
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e'¿ 
:0. Equations (5.S) and (5.9) then play no further part in the theory and

may be discarded.

With these simplifications the system has the field equations

ó,nt, : 4trGpc2 + fif-Otn,¡x - A),

Ç¡J,t" : LlrGpu¿ + j (+oi,i - 
"o),

óni - "'üor,m 
: B¿¡ I c2ltarGQu¿u¡ * 6ijP) - A¿jl, (5.45)

with the harmonic gauge conditions

(5.43)

(5.44)

ó (5.46)

(¡ : ónj,j, (5.47)

and the Bianchi identities

1
t - t6nç"2

(5.48)þ + (pu¿) (A -l B¡,¡) : o

p(i:¿ -l u¿,¡u¡ t ó,¿) + P,¿ : *h [-tÁ - B¡,¡)un+

Bo - Bo¡,¡ - 2ó(A,¿ * ó¡n,¡n¿) - ó¿(A + ótn.tù), (5.49)

and
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where

6ó,¿ó,¿ - I6rG(pu' + +pó),

A¿j sóó,¿¡ + 4Ó,¿Ó,¡ - 6o¡(6Ó,nÓ,n * 32nG P$),

B¿ 3(¡,¡ó,0 -f2e¡ó,¿¡ - 2ó,¡(¡,¿ - l6trGlrnO * Pu¿u2 - ipeo),

B¡j -T ((oe*,r¡ * Ç(n,n¿) - C* (Co,¡r + C¡,¿n) I 2C*e*,¡¡ I en,¿(n,i I (¡,*Ci,n

lÓ,iÓ^*¡ -2Ó(Ó*¡,¡nI Óni,¿t - Ó¿¡,nn - Ó**¡¡) -2Ón¿Ó,¡n

-2ón¡ó,¿n r 2ó,¡¡ó^^ - 6n,l|e*,*(t ,* + !e*¡,(n,* -l T(Ç,r)'

-en(*,*n - 4Ó,nÓn^,* I Ó,nÓ*m,k - I2ÓÓ,nÓ,n

-ó(2ón*,*¡ -2$**,k*-)] + a"C 2(p + P)u¿u¡

+2p(2$ I u2)u¿u¡-l pó¿¡ + 6;¡ (2p$u' - +óP -f f;Ó,no,n * +rÓ--))

(5.50)

The post-Newtonian approximation provides a solution for the Newtonian

potential as a power series. In the Newtonian theory an infinite sequence of

boundary value problems arises. Each time derivative of / satisfies a Poisson

equation which gives rise to an arbitrary harmonic function' Hence, / is

only known up to an arbitrary solution of the Laplace equation. In the post-
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Newtonian approximation the potentials e¿,, Ó¿¡ provide a means to generate

all higher order derivatives of /. They al1ow for a calculation of all time

derivatives of / on every possible hypersurface. There is no longer an infinite

sequence of boundary conditions; the harmonic functions are all determined

since - the potentials (¿ and $¿¡ act is integrability conditions. We now know

/ for all times once we know it on the initial hypersurface. This means that

the system is well-posed in a formal sense.

We do not know if the power series converges, at least asymptotically. If

the series was to converge asymptotically, then we could be sure that the sys-

tem under consideration is a true approximation of the exact field equations

of general relativity.3 The reason for not necessarily having a true approxi-

mation is that, if the series does not converge, not even asymptotically, the

post-Newtonian corrections may cause / to deviate away from the general

relativistic solution. For a system to be strictly well-posed, we require exis-

tence, uniqueness and continuous dependence on initial data.

Let us concentrate for the moment on whether the above power series has

a finite radius of convergence. The Cauchy-Kowaleski theorem provides

3By asymptotic convergence we mean that for {/¿} there exists a / such that given N,

ld(ú) - ELoó;t'l < Cf +r.
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ìnsight into this question. It can be summarised as follows:

Let t, rL , ....., r*-r I¡e coordinates of n-. Consider a system of n equations

for n unknown functions {1, .....,Ón in ffi- having the form

q+: F¿(t,ro;ó¡;0ó¡l0t;0þ¡lôr'Lrp), (b.bl)
0t

where each F¿ is an analytic function of its variables. Let f¿(r") and g¿(r')

be analytic functions. Then there is an open neighbourhood O of the hyper-

surface t : to such that within (2 there exists a unique analytic solution of

(5.51) such that

Ó;(to,*o): ilr'¡,

and

ff{rr,*o) 
: e;@').

Essentially, if a system of equations can be put into this form one says that

it is analytic

But one should be careful with the application of this theorem since the

Laplace equation does not have continuous dependence on initial data and
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is not hyperbolic yet the Cauchy-Kowaleski theorem applies. The Cauchy-

Kowaleski theorem says nothing about hyperbolicity. Hyperbolicity allow us

to go further by giving an existence statement for smooth initial data and

giving continuous dependence, see ,28, L06,27). So, the Cauchy-Kowaleski

theorem provides existence and uniqueness but not well-posedness since we

still need continuous dependence on the initial data. One way of proceeding

is to put the system of equations into a form which looks like an already

existing hyperbolic form.

One can use computer packages,4 to find the characteristics of the sys-

tem. If the characteristicis are not identical to the initial hypersurface and if

they have real values then there is a chance of the system being hyperbolic,

but this is no guarantee. If, however, the characteristics are imaginary then

the system is definitely not hyperbolic. The post-Newtonian approximation

under consideration does give real-valued characteristics which are different
aPackages of D. Hartley have been used to test this work at various stages. For example,

for both the simplifred model and the post-Newtonian approximation it was found that

characteristics existed and that they were not the initial hypersurface. So there is some

hope that they might be hyperbolic systems. This is in contrast to the standard c-2

Newtonian theory, and the c-4 Newtonian approximation, where the initial hypersurface

is a characteristic hypersurface.
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to the initial hypersurface. In contrast, the Newtonian theory and the refor-

mulated c-a Newtonian approximation have characteristics which correspond

to the initial hypersurface. So there is some hope that the post-Newtonian

approximation forms a hyperbolic system.

One point to note is that the above system of equations is a specialization

in the sense that the variables C', Ó'o¡ and d are set to zero. These are arbitrary

variables, and this choice has no real physical motivation other than allowing

the system to be closed off. So the system does not actually close off in a

natural way.

5.7 Summary and Conclusion

By retaining higher order terms in the approximation it was shown that

Newtonian theory can be reformulated as a new theory in which the Bianchi

identities are consistent with the field equations. However, this new Newto-

nian theory, although consistent, still does not have a well-posed initial value

problem, and it is necessary to go to the post-Newtonian level in order to

achieve a physically viable cosmological theory.

The post-Newtonian approximation is a c-4 approximation, although it
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was necessary to go to c-6 and then reformulate the freld equations as wavelike

equations in order to obtain an initial value problem. Typically this would

be referred to as a post-and-a-half-Newtonian approximation, but since it is

the lowest order approximation to provide a reasonable initial value problem

we refer to it as a post-Newtonian approximation.

Unlike the full system 5.29 to 5.31, the post-Newtonian approximation is

closed, and at least formally, well-posed making it a more interesting system

to investigate. The usual Newtonian gravity leads to models which differ

significantly from the corresponding general relativistic models [98]. In par-

ticular the theory of anisotropic homogeneous cosmologies is quite different

in the two theories. In Newtonian cosmology these models can, in the case of

dust P : 0, all be classified by providing five arbitrary functions of time (eg.

the components of shear), while in general relativity it is necessary to clas-

sify models into the well-knorø/n nine Bianchi types. It will be interesting to

see if this new post-Newtonian theory can produce a theory of homogeneous

models more in line with the general relativistic scheme. This will be the

subject of the next two chapters. We will begin in chapter (6) bV comparing

the FRW (k : 0) model in the fully relativistic case, with the standard New-

tonian theory and the post-Newtonian approximation. In chapter (7) we will
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explore the more general case of an anisotropic homogeneous universe.

One final point; the post-Newtonian approximation constructed here is

conceptually different to that of other schemes. It does not assume ad hoc

boundary conditions. The Newton Cartan theory differs in a number of

ways that will become clear in the following chapter and as was discussed

earlier, the post-Newtonian approximation and post-Newton Cartan theory

are identical when the Trautmann boundary condition is chosen.
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Chapter 6

Newtonian and Post-Newtonian

Approximations of the k- 0

Frie d man n- Rob ert so n- \Malker

Cosmology.

In chapter 5 we derived a post-Newtonian approximation to cosmology which,

in contrast to former Newtonian and post-Newtonian cosmological theories,

has a well-posed initial value problem. In this section we will compare this
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new post-Newtonian theory with the fully general relativistic theory in the

context of the FRW (k : 0) cosmoiogies. It will be shown that the post-

Newtonian theory is able to reproduce the results of its general relativistic

counterpart, whilst the Newtonian theory is not. Thus, the post-Newtonian

theory seems to be a favourable approximation of the fully general relativistic

theory. The results of this section appear in [89].

In section 6.2 we write down what constitutes the general relativistic FRW

k : 0 cosmology. In section 6.3 we put the FRW metric into a form such

that we can draw comparisons between the Newtonian, post-Newtonian and

the fully general relativistic theories. In section 6.4 we tailor the Newtonian

approximation to the special case of an isotropic homogeneous universe and

show why the theory can only be used in the special case of dust. In section

6.5 we will find that the post-Newtonian theory is able to fully reproduce the

results of the general relativistic case. We end with some brief remarks in

section 6.6.
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6.1- Introduction

It has been shown that the FRW models have a simple Newtonian interpreta-

tion (McCrea and Milne,[82]; Heckmann and Schücking, [58, 59]; Zeldovich,

[114]; and Bondi,lI2]; also see sections 2.1 and 2.2). Nevertheless it will be

shown that the Newtonian theory is inadequate.

The simplest possible models are those for which the universe is the same

at all points in space and for which all spatial directions at a point are

equivalent. The most general of these homogeneous and isotropic models are

the fluid-filled FRW universes, 
.19,94,107], The FRW models fit most of the

features of the universe. For example, the expansion leads to a singularity

at a finite time in the past when the value of the spatial section becomes

zero, and matter becomes infinitely dense and infinitely hot - the Big Bang,

[96]. The FRW models are the most important cosmological models and are

considered to be, in the very least, a specialization of all other cosmological

models. Hence, any theory which attempts to model the universe should

be able, at least, to predict the same results as do the FRW cosmologies in

general relativity.

The Newtonian theory suffers in that it cannot reproduce all of the so-
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lutions of the fully general relativistic theory: Variations in the equation of

state do not cause changes in the solutions of the theory since pressure does

not enter into the dynamics. This is reflected in the Raychaudhuri equation

being reproducible oniy for the case of vanishing pressure. Thus, the Newto-

nian theory is only useful for the special case of dust. In the post-Newtonian

theory, on the other hand, such difficulties are overcome. The pressure does

feature in the dynamics, and varying the equation of state produces corre-

spondingly varying soiutions, allowing for the full range of possibilities of its

general relativistic counterpart.The issue that pressure does not enter into the

dynamics of the system seems to have been realised by [75]. It can therefore

be argued that the post-Newtonian theory should be used whenever there is

l.oî-zeÍo pressure in the universe.

6.2 The Fully General Relativistic k

0 Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Cosmol-

ogy

In the case of the flat FRW cosmology, the metric is given by
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ds2 : -d"'o+ R(t)zEidn?,

where fro: ct.

The field equations are the Friedmann equation,

(6.1)

(6.2)

t
R
R

-,#- (#) :8rGpc-2

: 
Tn"r,

and

2

Combining these equations results in the Raychaudhuri equation

3* : -4trG(p*3pc-2). (6'3)
R

Assuming an equation of state of the form p : wpc2 implies

p: #R-s(1*tr), with C a constant. Thus, from (6.2) it follows that

R(t):(]tr* -¡c+t)'r'?Ð. (6.4)

Typical values for u include:

Matter (u:0) i poB-t, Ro-t?,
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1

Radiation (tr : i) : P X R_4,
1Rxtt,

Stiff Matter (to : 1) P X R_6,, .R o< rå. (6 5)

6.3 Newtonian and Post-Newtonian Approx-

imations and the FYiedmann-Robertson-

Walker Metric

We now would like to consider the FRW cosmology in the Newtonian and

post-Newtonian approximations. By doing so, we will see that the post-

Newtonian approximation is a better approximation for general relativity

in the case of an isotropic homogeneous cosmology than is the Newtonian

theory. Essentially, the post-Newtonian approximation provides a way in

which pressure can enter into the dynamics.

The general form of the metric for the post-Newtonian theory has the

following asymptotic behaviour as c ---+ oo:

d,s2 : c2 drzl-t - 2ó"-' - 2ac-a + {)(c-6¡1 -l cd,Td,x¿lC¿"-" + o(c-5)1

+dxidx jl6o¡ - 2$6¿¡c-2 I a¿jc-a + {)(c-6¡1. (6 6)
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The Newtonian theory is recoverable as the O(c-2) limit of (6.6)' while

reformulating the O("-n) freld equations as wavelike equations defines the

post-Newtonian theory (see [99] and chapters 4 and 5)'

We need to put the FRW (/c : 0) metric (6.1) into a form from which we

can read off the potentials $ of the Newtonian and post-Newtonian approxi-

mation; and, Ç, a and a¿¡ of the post-Newtonian approximation. Comoving

coordinates are not suitable for a Newtonian approximation. The coefficient

of the dt2 terrn ir goo - -1 exactly, so there is no way of introducing higher

order potentials through goo or gs¿ which is exactly zero. There seems to be

no handle with which to grab the Newtonian approximation. Part of the

reason for this is that the coordinates are not harmonic, which is a vital part

of the approximation. We need to find harmonic coordinates and one way

is to try a curtailed power series expansion. To this end, we consider the

following coordinate transformation

:xs : Tc!Pc-r+çc-3,

ri : R-'X¿ I Q¿"-' I ç¿c-4, (6.7)

with

a - A(t)+Aij(t)Xij,
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B ij (t) X¿j ! B ¿¡ ¡,¡ (t) X ¡¡ ¡¡,

Cij(t)X j -l C¿¡¡¡(t)X¡m,

D ¿¡ ¡,¡(t) X ¡ nt * D ¿j t"t*n(t) X ¡ nm,,

where X¿j = X¿X¡ and similar for X¿¡¡" etc. Throughout the remainder of

this chapter we assume: A < "'to ensure convergence of the expansion in

c-2. A(t), A¿¡(t), B¡¡(t), B¿¡m(t), C;¡(t), C¿¡m(t), D¿¡¡t(t) and D¿¡¡,¡^"(f) are

arbitrary functions of time. We require that the X's remain small so that we

stay near to the origin of the original FRW metric.

The above transformation seems to be the most general transformation

that provides the required isotropy and homogeneity.

In the new coordinates (6.7) the metric becomes

ç

o;

d,s2 :.2dr2l-r-r " 
, 

(-zt-2À¿¡X¿¡. (#)' x,,)

+"-- ( - 2B¿¡x¡¡ - 2B¿¡¡,¡x;¡nt * (A t À¿¡x¿¡)2 - 2ilCiixii

-2itc¿¡mx¿int - 2(#)' Àxoo -, (*) À¿¡x¡,¡x¡,) * o,"-',]

-rcd,rax¿1.' (-no¿¡x¡ - ,#*,) t c-3 (- nro,r, - BB¿¡¡¿X¡nt

-- (#) A¿¡x¡¡x¡ t 2RC,¡x¡ + 2RC¿¡mX¡m
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-z nC o, X, - 6 RC ¿ ¡ ¡"¡ X ¡ nt + zft,l,x r * rfi/,, * r orr ) 
* O f"-\f

¡d,X¿d,X¡ 
[0,, 

* ;' (-+eo¡"A¡tXnt ¡ 2RC¿¡ t 6RC¿¡uX*, + +fi,+or*,r)

lc-a - 8AA¿nA¡tXnt - 8B¿*AnXnr l8A¿¡A¡tA*nXhI*n

-16 Ap B **nX klnn I 6 RD ;¡ ¡¡ X m -l L0 RD ij Hmn X Hmn

+ R2 (cij * 3c¿¡mxt",)' t n(#) ' A¿¡,A¡¡Xrotx^* + 4ÌtAuc ¡nXtn

-4RA¿*C¡mktXrnnkt - 4RA¿¡C¡t Xu" * \2RA¿^C¡*ktX^nkl

- +ftae*x i, - a#Ao*A¡¡x ¡m^ + +fiarnx ¡ r

+afiø o**, r*r,,)+ o("-')] . (6.8)

The transformation provides us with something which is cosmological

although it may not look it! It gives nothing new - just the FRW metric in

rather complicated coordinates.

Notice that in (6.8) there occurs a c-l term. Such a term does not exist

in the post-Newtonian approximation (6.6). This term, -4A¿¡X¡ - 2#.X0,

can be thought of as a Coriolis force. Interestingly, it is the extra term

that occurs in the Newton-Cartan theory. Nevertheless such a term does not

appear in general relativity and so has no place in our approximation. Thus

we require the c-r term to vanish. This allows us to define the potential A¿¡
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in terms of the cosmic scale factor R(ú) as

TR
A¿j : -i nò,¡

(6.e)

In addition, it can be seen from (6.6) that the terms of order c-2 in gss

and g¿¡ in (6.3) can be identified to give

l-r^ - 
2À¡¡x¿¡- (#)

2

Xnn

: -AA¿nA1Xnt * 2RC¿¡ i \RC¿¡mXnt + +fi,+tnX¡n.

Then using (6.9) one can read off

C¿j

6¿j

6¿j
A
R

(6.10)

and

(6.11)

It is also of interest to point out that the part containing (*)' 
" 

order

O("-') in the c2dT2 term of (6.8) represents a centrifugal force.

c¿j,,,:# (# - (#)') u0,,,*,,

I

I

l

I

1
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6.4 The Homogeneous and Isotropic Newto-

nian Cosmological Theory

The Newtonian theory is the c-2 cltt-off of (6.6) and consists of the fleld

equation (Poisson equation)

ó,¡;: 4trGp,, (6.r2)

(/ is the Newtonian potential and p is the density) and the continuity and

Euler equations of fluid dynamics,

þ I pu¿,¿:o, (6.13)

u¿ * ó,¡ I Lp,o : o', (6.14)
I

where u¿ is the velocity field and p is the pressure. Homogeneity implies that

the density and pressure are merely functions of time and that the velocity

field is the same relative to all observers. In chapter 2 we wrote down the

Heckmann and Schücking cosmology for the case of an anisotropic and homo-

gerreous universe. Recall that the velocity field in the case of homogeneity is

ui(t) : V¡(t)X¡ and the Newtonian potential is of the form /(f) : a¿¡(t)X;¡.

The FRW cosmology is the most general isotropic and homogeneous solution.
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I

Thus, we will only consider the case which becomes isotropic, ie. shear-free

and rotation-free.

The equations (6.12), (6.13) and (6.14) then reduce to

P + PVnn 0,

V¡ * VnVn¡ -aij¡

The velocity decomposes simply as

akk 4trGp.

ui:l¡r,t,¡, (6.15)

and we define d such that d :3#,where .R/ is a function of time only' Then

the solution of the continuity equation (6.13) is

p : C'R'-3, (6.16)

with C' a constant. Finally, using (6.16) in the Euler equation, we see that

the Newtonian, isotropic, homogeneous cosmology is given by

(6.17)a¿i

ät

R'

p

4nGp,

A

- z"Go'

ct Rt-3.

(6.18)

(6.1e)
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Notice here the use of ,R(ú) as the general relativistic scale factor in (6.2)

through to (6.5), and A'(f) as the Newtonian scale factor in the Newtonian

theory (6.17) through to (6.19). We are now in a position to compare these

two theories. The general relativistic theory is well-posed. Equations (6.2)

and (6.3) are consistent with the Bianchi identities. In the Newtonian theory

there is only one field equation (6.17), and there is no consistency because

(6.17) does not give (6.18) and (6.19). Furthermore Newtonian theory is not

well-posed. Also, notice that in the general relativistic theory pressure occurs

in the dynamics of the theory, whereas in the Newtonian theory, pressure does

not occur anywhere in the dynamics and is only defined through an equation

of state.

Equation (6.iS) has the same form as the Raychaudhuri equation (at

least when p : 0). Using the Raychaudhuri equation it can be deduced

that.R'o ¿3. Thus the equations (6.18) and (6.19) of the Newtonian theory

predict the same results, at least for the case of matter, that the general

relativistic equations (6.2) and (6.3) do.

How, if at all, do A(t) and A'(l) differ? To answer this question we

use the remaining piece of information - (6.17), the Poisson equation. Since

ó : o¿¡(t)r¿r¡ is the term of order c-2 irt the c2dT2 piece of the FRW metric
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(6.8); a comparison of (6.6) and (6.3) and using (6.9) yields

from which, with the aid of (6.17), we can deduce

R4
E: -i""0. (6.20)

This is again the Raychaudhuri equation of general relativity for the case of

vanishing pressure.

Hence, the general relativistic scale factor Ë(t) is equivalent to the New-

tonian scale factor R'(t). Dautcourt ([33] and also Calen, Dicke and Pee-

bles, [17] show how the validity of the Friedmann equation within Newto-

nian cosmology can be understood: Newtonian cosmology is applicable only

when confined to a neighbourhood of the observer, corresponding to distances

which are small compared to the Hubble distance.

Although reproducing results similar to the general relativistic theory,

the Newtonian theory suffers in that varying the equation of state will have

no effect on the outcome of the solutions for p(ú) and -R'(ú). This is due to

the fact that the pressure has not appeared anywhere in the dynamics. Thus

we can only reproduce the results of the matter dominated case of general

relativity.
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6.5 The Homogeneous and Isotropic Post-

Newtonian Cosmological Theory

To make comparisons with the FRW cosmologies we need to consider the

case where the post-Newtonian approximation (5.43) to (5.50) is both homo-

geneous and isotropic. The following are the most general ansätze, providing

isotropy and homogeneity, for tensors of rank n, expanded up to order X"*2:

ó: (2)ó(ÐX2+(l)d(r),

e¿ : ØeQ)X2Xi+ (l)((ú)Xi,

óo¡

(6.21)

Using these ansätze in the post-Newtonian approximation gives us the ho-

mogeneous and isotropic post-Newtonian theory.

The most natural way to provide homogeneity would be to assume that

the potentials take the following for

ó : a¿¡X¿¡la,

e¿ : b¿¡¡,¡X¡nlb¿¡X¡,

Óo¡ : cijkt-nXkl*n I c¿imXg I c¿t.
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However, on substitution of this form into the fleld equations and assum-

ing isotropy, ie. setting the rotation and shear to zero, it can be seen that

isotropy forces all of the potentials to be purely functions of time. Thus,

(6.21) are actually the most general ansätze that provide homogeneity and

isotropy.

We make this substitution and, again, we decompose the veiocity field,

14¡. Further we set u¿¡ : 0 and o¿j : 0' Thus we have u¡ : V¡,¡X¡ : tï'X;'

Pro tempore we do not make the substitution 0 :3#, instead we put d/.

The field equations, (5.43) to (5.50), when reading off in powers of X¿ are

then

JØó:2trGp I c-2 -3 (r)
4

õ-iQ)ó+8rGp{Ð6], (6.22)

(6.23)

(6.25)

rcþ)ó + ß(4)ó * LzQ)62 - B"Gp ( 0,, + 4{")f 0
1

b (,)( - ancplO,

+c-z f-t'r O - zQ)ó + s (')ó(')( + a"c (-f o'n +t o(')()] : rc.24)

2 F) ó + s Ø) ó - 6 Q) 6Ø ç + s"Ge (+ ,tz _ I 1z¡

2

9

( 0
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6 @ ó + 2 Øó - rcØ ó(')d + I6trG(p + zp 0 ó)

*"-, [-t'l f *ti(')(, - +(r)ó(r)ó + +(')ó(2)ó +s (r)4 (a)/

*8trG (e(otO+ s (')d) -t r u'O)l : o,

zo @ ó + z @ ó + 8 Ø ó' * J2rGp Ø 6

*"-z f-t'l ó * rt(l)( (2)( - ++(r)órqó - L6ØóØó + s2iu)6|trl$

-8(')d ø)ó+ +8Q)ó,(')d+ s,,c (n{t.r ó+zot6!e'\ - Turfo)l 
: o,

(6.27)

(6.26)

(6.28)

(6.2e)

(6.30)

1
U@ õ - t6 Q) ó, -l I6rGp 0'2I

+.-z l-tzt O * r(1) ( (2) ( - 64 Ø ó, <t) ó - s (r) 
ó tq ó - 6 Ø 6 Ø $

-ro 
(')d þ)ó + +(')ó(n)ó + a^c (zr'Ar@ + zp!)ó) * o trr¿)] : o,

tuló + T 
n r'+ oo (')d rq ó - zo Øótn) ó - 48 Øó"

-8nGp (zrÐ6!s'z *tul ¿) : o,

tn)'ó - 6 Ø çz + 64 Ø ó" - 82 Ø ó tÐ ó - 72 Ø 4 @ $

-8nGp (+tz) qr-s'z + ,{i,'n *tnl ¿) : o.
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The homogeneous harmonic gauge conditions (5.46) and (5.47) become

(6.31)

(r) 
ó (6.32)

(1)( 2@ó+4Øõ, (6.33)

(2);

-1ttl.4 \'

-! <"t,
4 5t

(r) 
ó

: a{s)$ + 6Ø)õ. (6.34)

Using (6.24) and the time derivative of (6.22), the harmonic gauge con-

dition (6.32) reads

A(t)6ij + c-2 @ (t)6¿¡ * D(t)X¿r) : o, (6.35)

with

A(t) : þt0'(plp"-'),

B(t) : -#Q)óG)e - 4þo)ó +|o{')e ,

where Eqs. (6.23) and (6.25) have been used to express the c-2-parts of the

equation in this relatively simple form and can be combined to yield D(t) : g.

This is the continuity equationl (f.37) for the special case of homogeneity

and isotropy.

L l.1t¡ = 0 is just the continuity equation of the Newtonian theory
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Next, consider equations (6.27) and (6.28), and the time derivative of

(6.24). These equations, with the help of (6.29) and (6.30), which can be

combined to give H(t) :0, provide us with the Euler equation2 (5.38), for

the case of homogeneity and isotropy:

F(t)6ij + c-2(G(t)6¿¡ -l H(t)X¡r) : 0, (6.36)

where

F(t): , (!, *"r" +2Q)ó) ,

G(t)
1

16rG

-r8 Øó(r)( - 30 (')( (r)( + ss (r)¿(s)d + 120 G)ó @)ó + 54 Q)ó otçLre'

265Øó2 (')d+ ß2Øó(u)d+ n0ØóØó- ls(2)¿(1)(

*t6rGl-o (i (!n'*i(')( + ot6rra)+ ør1l,' + r 14ó -, Io,)

*, ?i(1)( -(3) ó - ut'tf zØóI ,,''
I
)då_24Øó(1)d_8(1 1

)l)0+ (t) 
e0,

2

The Bianchi identities (6.35) and (6.36), the field equations (6.22) to

(6.30) and the harmonic gauge conditions (6.31) to (6.3a) can be understood

in the following manner: The time derivative of equation (6.2a) and the

equations (6.27),, (6.23), (6.29), (6.30) give, with the aid of the harmonic

2 f 1t¡ = 0 is just the Euler equation of the Newtonian theory
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gauge conditions, the Bianchi identity (6.36). The time derivative of equation

(6.22), the equations (6.24), (6.23), (6.25) and the harmonic gauge condition

(6.32) yield the Bianchi identity (6.35).

It can also be shown that the following relationships between the field

equations exist. The time derivative of (6.22) is equivalent to (6.24). The

time derivative of (6.23) with the aid of (6.26) results in (6.25). Equations

(6.27) and (6.28) can be combined in such a way as to yield (6.22). Finally,

equations (6.29) and (6.30) can be combined in such a way as to give the

second time derivative of (6.25).

Thus the post-Newtonian approximation is completely defined for the

FRW cosmology with equations (6.22), (6.35) and (6.36) along with the har-

monic gauge conditions (6.31) to (6.34).

We can now obtain the potentials /, Ç and ó¿¡ of the FRW metric (6.8):

We begin by equating (6.8) with (6.21). This gives, for example, the c-2dT2

term

ó : -2A - 2A¡¡X¿¡ ! X¿;'
È.

E

2

Using (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) we obtain expressions for the functions

of time A(t),, Bij(t), B¿¡nt(t), D¿int(t) and D¿¡¡¡*,(t). We then can use the
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ansätze (6.21) to peel offthe terms of various powers in X to get expressions

for the potentials Q)ó, (r)ó, (z)6, (t)ç, (n)óo¡, @)óo¡, Q)þ¿¡ and G)Ó,¡. With

the help of the harmonic gauge conditions (6.31) to (6.3a) the number of

unknown functions of time can be greatly reduced. In fact all that remains

is one unknown, the function A(t). In terms of this unknown function, the

potentials reads:

(r)ó : A,

tÈ
\¿) ),Y 2R'

R RR
R2

A

R

4

5

)f

(t) r

',
(z) r

\P

ô

4ó
1

,)ó

)'

(*)'(5) 
ó

.,R 2
AE.+ 

s

29

28

e,!o+ z,t

)'*

(#)

',R 4on-l(s) 
ó

2 ... 16_ ^ __
l5n 15

(4)f 1R-s 4!-Y 2rR'J1RR
16 lR_ t_
21 \A

2r9
_L-' 2ro

,+fi- +e

394

4 32R
+

1O5AR 105 Ë

(6.37)

It should be emphasized that the only unknowns are A(t) and A(f) and

35,R

È. s24R 87

35 -R L4 (#)
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their time derivatives. The only two potentials that are required in the fol-

lowing discussion ur. (t)d urd (t)d since all other potentials provided in (6.37)

can be generated fro- (t)d utd (t)d through the harmonic gauge conditions.

Using these potentials in (6.36) and adopting a power expansion for 0',

where

one obtains, with the help of (6.26) and after some simplifications

0':0+c-20t', 0 :3#,

R
R

A3# -arG(p -l3pc-2) * c-2 +4Ã! -stR
(6.38)

This is the Raychaudhuri equation of general relativity, (6.3)' with the re-

quired inclusion of the pressure term, which was missing in the Newtonian

case (6.20), and with c-2 cortections. Since A < "', \¡r'e can be sure that the

corrections are of higher order and do not contribute to the theory at the

c0 level. We can noïr/ use this result, along with the known values for the

potentials (6.37), in (6.35) to derive the Friedmann equation

f*l' :Yotrc-2, (6.3e)
\,3/ 3
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where T is defined to be the solution of the differential equation

R
R

6+

(å* -'
2

R
R

20"

With the potentiais (6.37) substituted in, Eq. (6.22) results in

-0

tfi: -4rGp + "-'(- 
',+ 

-rcncpl¡ (6.40)

The unknown 0" can be set to zero without loss of generality. Equation

(6.39) can be equivalently represented by (6.35). Given a barotropic equation

of state relating p and p,the system (6.35), (6.33) and (6.40) gives equations

for þ, -R and I respectiveiy, and thus, forms a well-posed set, allowing the

unknowns R(t), p(t) and A(f) to be determined.

The gravitational potential A(t) is what incorporates the pressure into

the theory. The pressure p(ú) and A(t) are reiated through a third order

differential equation one can obtain by combining (6.38) and (6.a0). Varying

the equation of state therefore results in varying solutions for the density

p(l) and for cosmic scale factor r?(t). Setting A : 0, for example, implies

vanishing pressure, p : 0, which is the post-Newtonian approximation of

FRW for dust. In this case the higher order corrections of the post-Newtonian
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theory disappear and one ends up with the Newtonian theory, which, as we

have shown in section 6.4,, describes well the case of dust.

6.6 Concluding Remarks

The FRW cosmology is a very good approximation to the large scale struc-

ture of the universe, at least to the present epoch [57]. Due to its obvious

simplicity, Newtonian approximations, where they reproduce results which

are similar to the fully general relativistic theory, are preferrable. General

relativity has a well-posed Cauchy problem in the case of perfect fluids with

a barotropic equation of state [102]. Newtonian theory, on the other hand,

is not well-posed [99]. We have seen that the Newtonian theory reproduces

the results of its generai relativistic counterpart only for the special case of

dust.

The post-Newtonian theory, which is consistent and well-posed, does pro-

vide fi.eld equations with pressure entering the dynamics through the poten-

tial A(ú). We are thus able to vary the equation of state and, in doing so,

will obtain various solutions for the cosmic scale factor r?(f) and the density,

p(l). Hence, the post-Newtonian theory seems to be a better approximation
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of the fully general relativistic theory
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Chapter 7

Anisotropic Homogeneous

Cosmologies in the

Post-Newtonian Approximation

In this chapter we explore how far the post-Newtonian theory goes in over-

coming the diffi.culties associated with anisotropic homogeneous cosmologies

in the Newtonian approximation. It will be shown that, unlike in the Newto-

nian case, the cosmological equations of the post-Newtonian approximation

are much more in the spirit of general relativity with regard to the nine
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Bianchi types and issues of singularities.

We begin in section 7.1 with a brief introduction on anisotropic cosmology.

Then in7.2 and 7.3 we consider the Newtonian and post-Newtonian approx-

imations to homogeneous anisotropic cosmology, respectively. We find that

the Newtonian theory is in general under-determined and unable to fully re-

produce the nine Bianchi types of general relativity. But the post-Newtonian

equations produce a set of cosmological equations which are more in the spirit

of the Bianchi identities. Then in sections 7.4 to 7.7 we consider the case

where the rotation vanishes with Bianchi I our case study. In sections 7.8 and

7.9 we consider the shear-free case. We end in section 7.10 with a conclusion.

The main results of this work appear in [90].
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7.1, Anisotropic Cosmology

There is a great deal of theoretical and observational evidence to support

anisotropy in the universe, [80]. The FRW models fit many of the observed

features of the universe. However, different geometries may be worth consid-

ering at earlier times, for example, near the initial singularity. There might

exist a general rotation of matter in the universe of comparable magnitude

to the general expansion that we can not detect. Shear might provide a de-

viation away from isotropy since extra-galactic objects might be observed by

the galactic equator [60]. All homogeneous cosmologies fall into two classes:

the Bianchi models, which are those for which the isometry group admits a

3-dimensional simply transitive subgroup, and those for which the isometry

group is neither simply transitive, nor admits a simply transitive subgroup

- the Kantowski-Sachs models. There exist nine Bianchi types and, corre-

spondingly, nine Bianchi cosmologies, each class has subclasses with extra

symmetries. The Bianchi types are in general anisotropic, so they do not

have all spatial directions at a point being equivalent. Instead, there are now

accelerations, and anisotropic observers will no longer be orthogonal to the

surfaces of homogeneity. Not all Bianchi types are suitable for describing the
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universe. They were first considered as cosmological models by Taub, [103]

then shortly followed by Raychaudhuri, [91] and Heckmann and Schücking,

[61]. These models contain the FRW models as a special case. Thus, they

are considered the simplest and the most likely cosmological candidates, in

particular Bianchi I, Bianchi IX and the LRS types 7o andT¡.

Bianchi I has a different cosmic scale factor for each direction and only

becomes isotropic in the case where the scale factors all become equal.

In this case the Bianchi I model becomes the k : 0 FRW cosmology.

For nonzero shear these rotation-free anisotropic models are called the

Heckmann-Schücking solutions, [58].1 In the vacuum case they become the

Kasner solution.

Unfortunately, there are solutions in the case of anisotropy to which there

are no general relativistic analogues. Theorems of Ellis, [45] tell us that shear-

free perfect fluids have either vanishing expansion or vanishing rotation. The

case of vanishing rotation just yields the FRW model which has already been

explored. The case of vanishing expansion, however, is more problematic

since in Newtonian cosmology it aliows for singularity-free solutions. This

lNot to be confused with the Newtonian Heckmann-Schücking cosmologies.
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in in contradiction with theorems of Hawking which state that solutions of

general relativity must have singularities

7.2 Newtonian Homogeneous Anisotropic

Cosmology

The equations (7.1) and (7.2)-(7.5) below, along with a barotropic equation

of state relating the density and pressure, form the anisotropic Newtonian

approximation to cosmology.2

a¿¿:4rGp, (7.1)

þ+ po:0, (7.2)

and

.1
f - 4nGp - :0' * 2u2 - 2o', (7.3)

ó

,
w¿ : --rrrn I o¿juj, (7.4)

221-
o¿j : -=rtoo, - oikokj -uikukj +i@'-r')6¿¡- a¿j I-5a¡¡6¿¡,(7.5)

2See chapter 2
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where o2 - f,o¿¡otj and ¡¿2 : f,u¿¡uii : u;u¿.

The structure of these equations is as foliows: There are eleven equations,

one each arising from the Poisson, continuity and the trace of the Euler

equation, five from the symmetric trace-free part and a further three from

the antisymmetricpart. However, there are 16 unknowns: 0, P, u¿, o¡¡ and

a¿j. Thus, the system is under-determined and it is not possible to solve

uniquely for all the unknowns.

Providing five arbitrary functions of time, for instance by specifying

the shear oij(t), for all time, \¡r'e are able to solve for the five functions

0, p and ø, the Newtonian potential þ: a¿¡(t)X¿X¡ and the pressure p

through the barotropic equation of state. Then, for a set of initial data

(ro(*0,0),p(¿o), ó(to)) the set of homogeneous Newtonian cosmologies may

befound since (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) can be uniquely solved for 0,w¿¡ and p,,

and,, a¿¿ can be determined from (7.i) and a¿¡ from (7.5).

This is very different to the fully general relativistic case where there are

nine possible symmetry groups. In general relativity the system of equations

which describe cosmology has a weli-posed Cauchy problem. In the Newto-

nian case, however, the system is under-determined - at least fi.ve functions

of the set 0, ui aÍrd d¿¡ must be specifled for all time. Thus, the Newtonian
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theory is not able to fully reproduce the full Bianchi types of general reiativ-

ity in general. Arbitrary shear has no analogy in general reiativity. However,

once five (arbitrary) constraints have been imposed, the theory has an initial

value formulation within the constraint of being homogeneous and isotropic

and within the strange set up of allowing a given evolution of the shear.

Let us explore how far the post-Newtonian approximation goes in over-

coming this difficulty. The post-Newtonian theory is known to be well-posed

in the general case of anisotropy and inhomogeneity. The extra potentials of

the post-Newtonian theory act as integrability condìtions for the Newtonian

potential ç!. We will see how these extra potentials help us in making the

system determined in general.

7.3 Post-Newtonian Approximations of

Anisotropic Homogeneous Cosmologies

We now wish to consider the post-Newtonian approximation of a homoge-

neous anisotropic cosmology. Homogeneity can be provided by the following
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ar.:Sätze:

a¿¡(t)X¿¡ * a(t),

b¿¡ ¡¡(t) X ¡ nt -l br¡ (L) X ¡, ( 7.6)

c¿¡¡¡^n(t)Xktmn * c¿¡¡¡(t)X¡,¡ -l c¿¡(t),

where y;i : X¿Xj, X¡rn : X¿X¡X¡ etc. These are more general ansätze than

in chapter 6 where isotropy has been ensured through similar constraints. As

before we assume that the density and pressure are functions of time only,

and are related through a barotropic equation of state. The velocity field

decomposes as shown before in equation (2.6).

Substituting the ansätze (7.6) into the field equations for the post-

Newtonian theory, Eqs. (5.43 to 5.50), and comparing expressions of differ-

ent powers in X¿, yields the set of equations for the anisotropic homogeneous

post-Newtonian approximation:

akrl :2trGp I ,-2l-1""" + Strcoo),, (7.7)

3 (2a¿¡a¡¡e * cntnnj) - 4rGp (4o¿¡ + V¡,¿V¡,¡) : 0, ( 7.8)

ó

(¿

ón¡
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3b¿nn¡ : StrGpV¡

11
,op I ,Pcnn

(7.e)

(7.10)

(7.11)

+"-'l"or*¡ - 3b¡¡a;¡ - 2a¿¡b¡¡ ¡ 2a¡¡,b*; -l 8rG (U,o - T*r,)],

2è¿**j* - 9o oÃM^* - 6o *db*o kt t 2a¿*b*¡¡r¡

-4nGp -b¿jm -l4V¿ v v
n1,

2"¿j¡t" - I6aa¿¡ I L6rG(2pa * p)6¿¡

+"-' l-ë¿¡ ¡ 2b¿¡b¡n ! 4a¿¡c¡¡, -  (rikcjk - 4a¡nc;n

-t,i (f,u*u¡ ¡ u¡¡t¡,¡) * 8nG (o"oi + 6ni (

L2c¿¡*n¡,¡ - 8 (2a¡¡ a*n ! a¿*a ¡n I a ¿na jm - 36 ;¡ a*¡"a"n) + 32tr G p6 ¿¡ a^n

*8nGp (V*V¡, + V"V¡*)

+ - ë¿j*n I l6a (36¿¡a¡^a¡n - 2a¿^a¡n - 2a¿na¡*)c

+3 b¿nb *nj* ¡ b¡nbnn;* I b¿*bn¡jn ! b¡*bnn;n

!2 (a¿nc¡¡r¡* ! a¡nckkim * e¿*ckt ¡n * a¡*ctl";n)

+3 b¿¡b¡n*n t b¡nbu"^n - 4(a¿¡c¡¡mn + a,jkc¿k^, - a¿jcmr*n)

-l4rG 2p"¿j^n i pV^V"¡ I pV,V*¡ I pV¡^V"¿ I pV¡nV*;

kJ
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+4pa (V^V¡* I V¡*V, * 6¿¡V*V")

-(poo*n - c*nwr)6¿r)] : O, (7.r2)

ëij^n "-3b¿@;-,bxr¡E-3 b¡@;;lbee;E + góifr

t9b¡n@bo ¡ - 64a¿@o j@o@I8ao@fcnn¡

rs k

rs

rLT S

llr s

*8a¡@1cnn; - 4o¡@fc¿*n - 4at6c¡nrs kk nrs

!4a¿¡c¡r¡r*nr"

-6;j (t6armt r 3b¡r@bu rs kk

-l8trGlnot6t oøV¡E* pcii*n , + zpV m vj

*6¿¡
1

,Pcrnnr"kk 
I 2paf;;1v¿-%tr) 

] 
: o, (7.13)

where we have introduced the notation

b¿fa,,Tbpp¡
1

b¿*n b,pp¡" * b¿*rrbppjn I b¿*n"bpp¡, I bin*rbpp¡"
12

lb¿n rb,pp¡* I b¿r*"bppj, I b¿,*nbpp¡" I b;,^rbpp¡n

Jb ¡, n 
"b 

pp ¡ * * b 
¿ "*rb pp j, I b ¿ "^rb 

pp ¡ n I b i 
"nrb 

pp ¡ *

and similar, to indicate total symmetrisation in all indices that are sur-

rounded by a box.
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The harmonic gauge conditions (5.46,5.47) give

a
1

nbw"
t
t)

nbnm¡t

2c¿nnj,

a¡j

b¿j

and the Bianchi identities become

L(t) + c-2 (tw (t) t N¿¡(t)xa¡) : o (7.15)

O¿¡X ¡ + "-' 
(Q ¿¡(t)X ¡ t S¿¡¡¡(t)X ¡n¿) : 0, (7.16)

þ I pvn*,

-4po +lrob*r I pV*n - ftorrb,,,

e (Urvpt4t * VnV¡n -l V¡nVn I VnVntV¡ -f V¡*V,tVo + 
|U^*0,)

+lrø tUrv*¡ I v¡nvn; - 8a¿¡)

b¿jnt

lI"orurr, +f,o*brm - Lsaxnb¡¿¡)

t29

4cimmjlel (7.t4)

and

where

L(t)

M(t)

N¿¡(t)



Oo¡(t) : V¡ -lVtVn¡ l2a;¡,

Q.t¡(t¡ : tU{", 
(+ø" + 4pt - 

rrou* 
- pavnt"- o) * 24paa¿¡ - pV¡

*t ø0,, +rrou.,, - (p + pa)VnV*¡ * 
Too, 

| 2paV¡¿V¡i - pcikki ì
I

- 6\\¡a¡¡,bu * 6b¡¡a¿¡ l6b¡¡à¿¡ | 4a¿¡b¡¡ *  it'¿nbn¡

S¿¡nt(t) :

-96aa¿¡,a¡n - 48ac¡¡¡¡¿¡ l\b¿¡b¡¡¡¡ - 3b¿¡b¡¡¡ - 6b¿¡b¡"¡¡¡

l6b¡,¡b¿¡¡ - 6b¡,¿b¡¡¡ l9b¡,¡,b¡¿¡ - 9b¡"¡b¡;¡, - 6b¡"¡b¡,¡¿¡

|6b¡,¡b¡¡,¿¡ - I2a¿¡c¡,¡¡¡ j 8a;¡c¡¡,¡¡ - 8a¿¡c¡,¡¡ *  atxcup¡

+4&jkcuki l8a¡"¡c¡"¡¿¡ - 8a¡r¡c¡¡"¡ - 4a¡r¡"c¡¿¡

V

*24a. - 2c¡^^¡¡r¡ - Vo
n-L

P-{ +vpl x
* 

Tun,*,

)

Tto,r''r 
4v¿

).fn
vV.

L

v
'tn

v*T,,

mV
na

v

mm

TN

+ 18ø-

V - V^*

kt

-4a*¿ + 2a¿ V v nL n-L

-V*V* v
rL

ll8o,.Ãb**

i l8a*^bnn kt - 24a

n

n-L

TfLTN

v.
1,

48a m Ìnnn

KI kt ! 4a¿*b* jkt ! 4à;^b* jkt

*48a 
Øo^@o

l64a.do**o@- l20a mnmn KT

ll6a*rc*nijkt - 48a;^A
kt - 8a**cnn¿¡¡¡

nn-Ln

KIJ j k J

KTJ l k

I J k I

J k I

l k I

I
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I

!56a¿*cnnmjkr - !6a;*c**nim t 24a. 
¿c kt

-9b jk b I \b¿¡¡¿b**nn I 6b¿^nnb*j ktm

rw¿ kt-18ómnz - I8b*nn¿bmjkt - 27b**n¿bn¡¡r¡

nn kt
+ 18b' m.n1. kt

Note that setting L(t):0, i.e. setting higher order terms inc-2 to zeto, one

recovers the continuity equation of the Newtonian approximation. Similarly,

O(t) :0 yields the Euler equation of the Newtonian approximation.

It can be shown that the time derivative of (7.7) and the trace of equation

(7.10) combined give

L(t) + c-2 M(t) : 0, (7.t7)

in accordance with the Bianchi identity (5.48). This essentially is the con-

tinuity equation with c-2 corrections. The time derivative of equation (7.8)

and the trace of equation (7.10) yield

N¿¡(t)X;¡ : g (7.18)

which is also consistent with the Bianchi identity (5.48).

We can also recover the post-Newtonian Euler equation by combining the
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time derivative of (7.10) and the diagonal elements of (7.L2) to obtain

Oij(t)Xj + c-2Q¿¡(t)X¡ :0. (7.19)

The final part

S¿¡¡¿X¡m(t) : 0, (7 '20)

can be obtained by combining the time derivative of (7.10) with equation

(7.1 3).

Thus we may completely define the anisotropic, inhomogeneous post-

Newtonian cosmology with the set of equations; (7.17), (7.19), (7.7), (7.8),

(7.10), (7.10), (7.13), (7.L2, * I ") and (7.12).3 In the case of the isotropic,

homogeneous post-Newtonian cosmology, it was shown that there existed

relationships between the freld equations rendering many of them redundant.

This is special to the case of isotropy and due to the symmetries of the

potentials. We know very little about the symmetries of the potentials in the

more general situation of anisotropy. The harmonic gauge conditions provide

a little assistance. For example:

Newtonian cosmology is contained within the equations (7.17), (7.19),

(7.7),, (7.S), (7.10), (7.10), (7.13), (7.t2, * I ") and (7.12), as the special

3Oq. (Z.fZ) is the only equation not to contribute to the Bianchi identities.
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case when the c-2 terms go to zero. Equations (7.7),, (7.17) and (7.19) are

then the Newtonian theory with c-2 corrections. The corrections to the

theory contain extra unknowns - the potentials (¡ : b¡¡mX¡¡¡ t b¿¡X¡ and

óoj : cijkr*nXkt*n I c¿jntXnt I c¡j which are determined by the equations

(7.s), (7.10), (7.10), (7.13), (7.t2, m # n) and (7.t2).

We will now attempt to use the equations (7'I7), (7'i9)' (7'7), (7.8)'

(7.10), (7.10), (7.13), (7.I2, m I ") and (7.12), to solve for the unknowns;

a¿¡(t), a(t), b¿¡¡¡(t) , bo¡(t),, c;jt"t,nn(t) ¡ ",¡*,(t) 
and c¿¡ (ú).

Let us start with equation (7.10) which has trace

zbt*¡t : BtrGpv¡,¡ I c-2 (u,*, - Jantbu* 8nG þv* - T*r-l) (7 .2t)

With the aid of the harmonic gauge conditions (7.I4), it can be shown that

this is just the time derivative of equation (7.7). Thus this equation is re-

dundant. The symmetric part of (7.i0) is

|{uorr, + b¡nn¿) + !ra*t,, : srGpo¿i t "-2 {Ilr,, * i,,,) (7 -22)

*? u 6¿¡ | l2àa¿¡ - 4it"a¡¡"6¿¡ I ZtrGlnooo, - p (b;¡ + b¡¿)- 
|ouo,rl] ),

where the harmonic gauge conditions and equation (7.7) have been used
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The antisymmetric part is given by

3
(7.23)StrGpu¿¡ t (b¡xnr, - brnx¡)

2

*n' {f,¡i',, - t,o) - 2a¿¡,b¡¡ ¡ 2a¡nbnr * 2trG l4pr¿¡ - p (b¿¡- b¡,)l} : o,

where once again the harmonic gauge conditions have been used for simplifi-

cation where ever possible. These equations can be solved once we know ø¿¡

to obtain information about b¿¡a and b¿¡¡,¡.

We now want to frnd a¿¡. To do so we consider equations (7.8)' (7.10)

and (7.13). Equation (7.8) has the trace

ät"t" : 6a¡¡a¡"¡ - 4nGp {no** +1.0' * 2o2 + 2u2) . (7.24)'r "^'3 J '

providing us with an equation for ø¡¡. The traceless part is given by

1
+9

2
6o,¿kajk-ä¿j:4rGp 4a;i 02 +zo2 +2w2 + 0o¿¡+okiukj+okjLÐki

3

(7.25)

which yields a¿¡. Summing over k : / in (7.10) gives an equation which is

just the time derivative of (7.25).

We still have information remaining in equation (7.10), however. The

ab¡¡ 
o1. course being given by ihe harmonic gauge conditions.
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remainder of equation (7.10) is

6ojr, :1s0- 
Eó[d mn - I2a kln7 fTLX

! 4a;*b*¡¡¡

-8trGp -b¿jm -f4V¿ V v
TNn-L

(7.26)

From this equation the traceless part of b¿¡¡"¡ can be determined

Consider equation (7.12). The trace is given by

2cnnu - l\aann -f 4\rG(2pa -f p) (7.27)

+c-2 (-Z¡"t" - bt"þt"t I 4at ncu - 8a¡,¡c¡,¡ - 24à2 -f 4trGl\p"g - 3ap]) : g

It can be shown that, when combined with (7.7), this equation is just (7'19)

again and thus is redundant. Now consider the symmetric piece

2"¿jt t" - ?"^**r - l6aa¿¡ + foonxõij r c-2{- 0,, + 
rr"¿,t,o ¡ Zb¿¡b¡n

-'rU¡,U¡t,¡ * 4a¿¡c¡,¡, - !o*r"u6t¡ - 4a¿¡c¡¡" - 4a¡nc;x -f 
|o¡¡"¡,¿6¿¡

-t8nGpl"n, -t "*A,f) : o, (7-28)

which can be used in equations (7.22) and (7.24) above to define c¿r'. There

is no antisymmetric equation.

We have seen that equations (7.24) and (7.25) give a¿¡(t)' The harmonic

gauge conditions can be used to determine b¡¡, and equations (7.22) and
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(7.24) give the trace-free part of ó¿¡ We may then determine b¿¡¡,¡ in the

following manner: Use the harmonic gauge conditions to obtain ó¡¡¿i (recall

that there is symmetry in the last three indices). Then use Eq. (7.26) to

obtain the remainingb¿¡¡¡'s. The c¿r''s come from equation (7.28). To solve for

c¿¡¡¿ use the harmonic gauge conditions to find c¿¡¡¡ (where there is symmetry

in the first two and second two indices) and Eq. (7.L2). Finally, Equation

(7.13) then provides c¡¡¡,¡^n.

Thus, equations (7.S), (7.10), (7.10)' (7'I2) and (7.13) determine the

unknowns a¿jrb¿jnt,b;j,"¿jt"t^nrc¿¡¡¡arrdc¡¡raîd thesetof equations (7.7),

(7 .I7), (7.19), now contain only the eleven unknowns 0, uii, oii¡ P and A(Ú).

This means that the equations can be solved for all the unknowns uniquely.

Therefore the post-Newtonian approximation provides a well-posed,

closed, complete system. Thus, the post-Newtonian approximation produces

a set of cosmological equations which are more in the spirit of the Bianchi

types of general relativity.
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7.4 Rotation-free Anisotropic Homogeneous

Newtonian Cosmology

We first like to examine the Newtonian approximation of cosmology with

vanishing rotation and diagonal shear, o¿j : diag(orrrorrr-ott - o22)' The

Newtonian approximation (Eqs. (7.i) and (7.2) to (7.5)) is then given by

a¿à : 4nGp, (7 '29)

þ + p0 : 0, (7.30)

o : 4trGp - '"e' - 2o', (7.31)
ù

o¿j : oo, -'|eooj - oikokj + 6;¡(!¡o' - '¡"*). (7 .32)

For i I j, equation (7.32) yields

aij :0, i + j' (7.33)

The diagonal elements of the shear obey the differential equation (7.32, i : i,

no summation over i)

2 2 1
i¡;¿: ai¿ 0o¿¿ - E¡"o¿¡"o¡¿ t o2 Ena*n. (7.34)

3 3 oJ

Summing over i just yields the definition of o2

2o2 : oijo ji : z ("?, -f o3, + o¡ozz) (7.35)
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Thus, (7,34| provides at most two independent equations. Introducing 0 :

afi the set of equations can be written as

Tn"ooo-" -?r"?,-r o3,* otozz), (7.36)

poB-3, (7.37)

f)IL :
R

p

ott * ,#o,, * !"?, - ?rg, * otpzz) * ltrGpor-' , (7.38)

R.
ozz l r1or, *

4trGpoR-3 -att-a22t (7.40)

where ps is a constant.

Consider the structure of these flve equations: If we provide the functions

cr11 and o22for all time, then the theory has a well-posed initial value problem

for the variables R(t), p(t), at(t), orr(t) and a33(l). Equation (7.36) is the

Raychaudhuri equation (obtained from (7.31)), and its solution provides fi(ú).

From trq. (7.37) (which comes from (7.30)) the density p(t) can be extracted

which, once an equation of state is provided, gives p(ú). Equations (7.38)

and (7.39) (from (7.32)) give all and a22,, and from (7.40) (or (7.29)), which

is the Poisson equation, o33 cârt be extracted.

An

dzz

asz

'U"3, - ?r"?, * onozz) + ln 
G por-3,, (7.3e)
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Thus, for a homogeneous anisotropic cosmology in Newtonian theory,

there is an initial value problem provided we supply two functions for all

time. We have seen that the post-Newtonian theory is able to give as many

equations as unknowns. So there is no need to specify any functions of

time. Actually, there is no need to (arbitrarily) specify any of the unknown

functions in order to obtain an initial value problem. We will revisit the

Newtonian theory shortly, when we wili consider the Bianchi I metric as

a specific example of a homogeneous anisotropic cosmology with vanishing

rotation.

7.5 The Homogeneous Bianchi I Universe

Now we would like to study Newtonian theory and the post-Newtonian ap-

proximation as applied to a specific example of an anisotropic homogeneous

cosmology. To this end we consider the homogeneous Bianchi I models - i.e.

the Heckmann-Schücking solutions of general relativity.s The metric of the

general Bianchi I universe has the form

ds2 : -drzo-l R¿¡R¡¡dr¡dr¡

sNot to be confused with the Heckmann-Schücking cosmology of Newtonian theory
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where ro : ct with R¿¡ : diag(Ar t, Rtr, R"").

To proceed further, we need to write the Bianchi I metric into a form off

which the potentials /, Ç and Ó¿j "un 
be read. To do so' we consider the

following transformation

fro Tc I rc-r * r'c-u ,

Rut X¡ I x¿"-' I x'¿c-a (7.4r):xi

with

A(t) + A¿¡(t)X¿¡,

B ij (t) xij t B ¿¡ ¡¡(t) x ¿¡ ¡¡,

C ij (t) X j I C ¡¡ nt(t) X ¡ m,

D ¿¡ ¡,¡(t) X ¡ nt I D ¿j nt*,(t) X ¡ u^",

where y4 = X¿X¡ and similar lor X¿¡¡ etc. Throughout the remainder of

this chapter we assume: A < .'to ensure convergence of the expansion in

c-2. A(t), A¿¡(t), Bo¡(t), B¿¡m(t), Co¡(t), C¿¡nt(t), D¿¡xt(t) and D¿¡¡¡*'(ú) are

arbitrary functions of time. In these coordinates the metric reads

T

,
T

X¿

X¿
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dsz : "'dr2i - t * "' (-za - 2À¿¡x¿¡ + (n-' Ìt") 
o, 

ro,)

*"-t{ (,+ + '+o¡xn,)' - 2B¿¡x¡¡ - 2B¿¡¡,¡x¿¡nr - 2il'i*C*intx¡it"t

-2il¡Oux;¡ - 2A (È'o-) njxoi - 2A* (i¿'n-') o,*0,r,\* ot"-')]

-r cd,r d,x¿1"-' (-noo¡ x ¡ - z (h.n-'), r,)

*"-t ( - sAAo,x, - |A;¡À¡¿X¡¡,¿ - 4B;¡X¡ * 4A¿t (i* n-') .rxo¡

i2ÌÌ¡¡C¿X¡ -l2RnCu - 6il¡^C*op¡X¡r,t + zR¿*C*¡ntX1t

- B¡¡¡"¿x¡nt + 2A(¿o) 
t¡ 

xt t z,t * (h,a) 
oi 

xir,) * of "')]
I

+dxidxil6ii

+c-'z (-+A¿¡A¡tXxt ¡ 4A¡n (aO),, Xt"t * 2R¿t C¡* * 6R¿*C*¡ntXnt)

*"-" ( - 8ÀA¿kA¡tXnt - 8A**A¿¡A¡tX*t*n - 8B¡nA;tXnt

-t6 B ¿¡¡* A¡ nX kr^n I 6 R¿^ D * ¡ m X ø ¡ l0 R¿n D oj Hmn X Hmn

* R?*,C ¿*C ¡ * * I R¿, R ¡ q Cp.;ntC q ¡ *n X r"r*n + 3 R?*^C i*C nj nt X nt

*3 R** RnnC ¡ nC 
^;r"t 

X nt * 4 (ir' O-') 
n, 

A¿* A ¡ n X t"I*n * 4 A ¡ t iln^C 
^t 

X nt

¡ 12 A ¡, RnoC,;m X *t*, ¡ 4 A ¡ * R¿, C 
^, 

X r* ¡ 4 A ¡ n Re;C o*m X r,mn

++e (itn-L) .*A¡tXr,t + 4 (h?-t) rÀ*,A¡txkt*n

t4t



++ (Ìtn-') o*Btx*,+ a (nn-') o*Bi,^*xr,^,) *o("-')] (7.42)

It can be seen from (5.2) that there are no terms of order c-1, thus

1
(,?o-' )A¿j

2 xl

+ A-1

Also, from (5.2) we see that the c-2 terms it goo and g¿¡ must be identical

Hence,

Ro¡'

c¿int : I l1e"-') *(ho-'),r+ (Èn-')o- (Éo-'),,] * fo;-' (åA-')*,

We may now read off the potentials S, (¿ and Ó;¡ frorl the metric (7 '42)'

With the help of the harmonic gauge conditions (5.46) and (5.42) we are

able to write down the functions ø(t), 
"o¡(t) 

etc. which appear in the ansätze

(7.6):

a(t): ¡,
I (rio-')

C¿j:A

"o¡(t) xJ2

b¿¡(t) : -48;i + 6A(Ê*-')n, - 2Ä6¿¡ ,

b¿¡m(t)- -BB¿¡nt-#(

-r (nn-') R, R_,
kt

(e o-')3á

RR_
8,-5(

ki R( )
L

)
1 () än- ) kt

J

J J

1.42



cij(t) :2A26¿¡,

"¿¡nt(t) 
: -J6¿¡A (È' o-') r, - 26;¡À (oo-') r, t 2õ;¡À (Éo-')*,

*'ru n r (È o-'),, * 
Tu, *(oo-' ), *'ud, (È o-'), * * Io,, (Èo-' ) o*

*3R¿*D*¡t t l3R¡^Dmikt l28¡* (ÉO-t)r, l- 2B¿t (hO-') 
,^

¡28 ¡t(rio-'),* - 
ti o(oo-') 

or (Èo-'),, -'] e(,io-') * (Èo-'),r

¡28¡n(o*-'),, - ]a(oo-') nr(Éo-'),, - |'+(åo-')0, (Ëo-'),*

-]a@n-'),* (ti*-'¡ ]tçen-'),, (e,t-'¡ or- 6oi (tr, * nm) ,it

1

( kl

-z6.tB@]+4 kl (È, o-,) 6¿j(È, o-,) mn

ri"-') (È, o-,) 4,, (ria-') (

(

+
1

2

2

J

R_È )mn

mn

mn

(o*-'

mn

mn

1

(A A-')

kl

Èn -1

I fna-')
6 \ /i
t] 

çan-'),

(it'R-) 
o

) kl (o'o-') RR
kl (äÈ.n-')-1

)

1

3

+8B
klm

uo (Èn-') R_ I 5 R¿o D o¡¡rr^n * 5 R¡o D o;,t"t^n(

)x

(oo-

(oo-

Rki

nn-

)

Èn-' +88n

R_ (än-'

(È'o-)

jl (äÈn-')

(nh.n-')

klm n)

R( )

+

+

+

+

mnJ

)

1

6

1

6

)

( mn

1^
-ò6¿
1^
-ò6i

mn

mn

(*o-'

(oo-')

mn

mn

ô
i

6j

() R_R )

1

)

( nn-' (an-') J mn

1k

k I

k k jr

k i1 k il

k I
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k I)

The Heckmann-Schücking solution has R¿j : diag (-R11, R r, R"") such that

+(
1

-2
1-t

(an-'''a-') 
¡

(oo-') mn

RR_

na-

(

(

) (Èn-'

RR-r

(oo-')

(oo-')

mn

mn
(7.43)

) J

1 (
LJ

Rn : (t - to)r, (t - tt),' ,

Rzz : (t - h)e'(t - tt)q" ,

Ase : (t - to)'" (¿ - ¿t)n'

(7.44)

(7.45)

(7.46)

with

E¿P¿: E¿P? : L, (7.47)

where

(7.4s)

such that

Ð¿q¿: D¡q| : I (7.4e)

These conditions can be fulfilled by the following parameterisation for p1 to

p3 and q1 to qs:

Pt

2qi: i-p;

u

k I

k I
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Pz

Pz

Qt

Qz

Qs

2
--u.
3

1*32 1
I l2u -3u',6

l+3u
+ l*2u-3u2 (7.50)

6

7.6 The Solution of

General Relativity and Newtonian The-

ory

The Bianchi I model is rotation-free and so the Newtonian theory is just

given by equations (7.36) to (7.a0). From (7.43) we see that a¿¡ : -+#.
Define r?(f) such that

2

1

,

Heckmann-Schücking

(7.51)

The parameters to be determined are urto, ú1 and po, and the variables are

Pt otl, ozz'

First consider equations (7.38) and (7.39) which using the parametrisation

\45

n nR (R1R2¡Ræ)' 2t - ta - tr
o : oE: RrrRuRu 

: 
(t - to)(t - t)



(7.50) become:

. 2 2t-to-tronlSo''ç-¿oy¿-t¡+ (o3r+ otpzz) +!"cp2
r-j

1

5
o"

1

(2-3u)(i+3u
(t-to)(t-tt)

u(2 - 3u)

18(¿ - ú1)2 3(¿-¿o)(¿-úr)
u(u - 1)

2(t - to)2
+

and

| - u +",Æ +r"-- 3"\ ( rlu_ \Æ+tu-Tu\
8(¿ - ¿o)2

1 * Bu - B\ÆTtf=Tu\ (s - " + s I2u-3u2

(

(
+ 72(t - tt)2

r-u+rÃTZ"-3"\(r+a"-s( I*2u-
r2(t-ro)(r-r,)

Once the parametets z, fs and t1 are known we are able to solve these two

equations for all arLd o22.6 To proceed further, consider Eq. (7,36) which is

a Raychaudhuri-like equation and may be written as

4 r 2. " ,
]"r, p - r¡ç, - O - 5@í' * olz t otozz) :

2 2t-to-tt
3((ú -ro)(t-r,;¡å e ((f -¿0)(r-¿1))

1

If oy and o22 are known then this equation relates the two constants fs and

6The condition all * ozzl øse:0 determines o33
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ú1. The Poisson equation (7.40) simply defi.nes po,

1

Po I2trG

Finally, we can write down (7.37) as

1

o : Po 
ç¡ - to)(¿ - ¿r)'

which determines p(¿). Therefore the shear variables, d11 and o22, and the

density p are no\ / expressed in terms of two parameters with the initial

condition p(t :0) specifying one of them.

Thus, the Newtonian theory in the homogeneous, anisotropic rotation-free

case can be solved, provided we arbitrarily fix the parameter z for all time.

However, varying the equation of state will have no effect on the solutions

for the density, since the pressure in no way enters the dynamics, as was the

case with the FRW cosmology.

7.7 The Post-Newtonian Approximation of

the Homogerreous Bianchi I Universe

The post-Newtonian theory for the homogeneous anisotropic rotation-free

case is given by equations (7.8), (7.10), (7.10), (7.13)' (7.12, m f n) and
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(7.12) which may be solved for the unknowns a¿j) b¿j1 bijht,.¿j, c;¡¡"¡ and

ci¡¡*n as we have shown in section 7.3. The set of equations (7.7), (7.17),

and (7.19) then determine the eight unknowns d, oiil p and A(f) (or ø(t)).

Vanishing rotation imposes extra symmetry on the equations. Therefore

many become redundant and there are a great many simplifications in what

does remain. Also we can use the potentials (7.43) for further simplification.

Clearly a¿j : 0 lor i fj, since aij : -+*, with R¿j : d'iag(R11, R r, Rr").

Using the parametrisation (7.50) the Poisson-like equation (7.7) becomes

which can be used to determine the potential ,4(ú)'

The Friedmann-like equation (7.17), as usual, provides p(ú)

2t-to-tL
p+ (r-to)(t-t')

6trGp * c-2 
{z+*ce *T À\ , (7.52)

(7.53)

1

(t-to)(t-t')

+c 2 -4þA-2pA*
2t-to-tr

-0.(t-to)(t-tt)

The Bianchi identity (7.19) can be decomposed into a trace part, sym-

metric trace-less part and an antisymmetric part. The trace yields the

Raychaudhuri-like equation
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¿o)(, - tt) - 2(2t - to - tt)'t6( * 4nG (o + 3r"-') - "'

I
Ä

-"-2{
),

+T

ckku

96A

(t-to)2(t-t')'
A t24(2t-to-tr)' t4

(t-to tr)' xf

(t-to)(t-t._) * i 'Ã +o' l-å^ + 
$"ri,¿¿(r - ¿oX, - ,,)]

2t -to

63 1 2t-to-tt)" I
16 2(t-to)(t-tL) * ènnu(2t - to - tt) b¡,l(b¡¿^* I btn**)

4

2

tto(t)'(t -
-t1

+

lr
("

u(3u - 2)

3(¿-¿o)(¿-¿r)
u(u-I) , (2-3u)(3u+1)\-16-TÍ- raçt-^, 1

+

+

-1-J=+n-zu\( -u-l+\/L+Zu=W)
4(t - ¿o)(, - ¿1)

7-u+\ÆTZu-3tu-3u\( utr-[+tf=TA)(

8(t - tL )2

(a"-s-
t

(SulL- l*2u-

u-l1. + - 3u2

72(t - to)2

(s"+r+e

7*2u-3u

I l2u -3u

2

+

( +
+

l-u-( +

12(t - to)(t - r,)
2 (u+r

8(t - tt)2

u-

3uf1*( 1+ - 3u2 3z-5 +3\Æ+zf=Eæ)

)']

+hb-l-u, {t, - 2) +

72(t - to)2

9u(u-1)(¿-to)
t-tt

+Ls6b-þ{t-"* l+2u-3u2 1*3u-3 *2u - 3u2(
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I r-u+\h+2"-3æ) (r+"- Il2u-3u2 (¿ - ¿o)

t-tt
(r + a" - 3t/T +Zu - 3u\ (-5 + ru - zJT +Tí=TF) {r - r,)

t-to+

1

+#b*lu('-"- l+2u-3u2 1* 3u l3( *2u-3u2

9 (l-u- *2u - 3u

(

t-tt
1 * 3z + 3,,Ã +t"=Tæ) (-u * 3, + 3 L+2u-3u2 tt)

t-to
t-to (2 - 3u)(3u + )(¿ - ¿')1

(t

+ b1 1

9u(u - |
(t - tr)'
(r+e"-

6

f) -1 +u-v/r+zu:ræ)
(t - to)

Ll2u-3u2 (2t-to-tr)

+

(¿-¿o)(¿-¿1)

n(-1 - "+Jt+n:+2"-5"\( rl-u_ \ÆTtu-3u\(¿-¿o)
(t - tr)'

1 + 3u - Zt/t + Zu - Z'Zu - Zu\ (-r + " -( Il2u-3u (ú - ¿')

(t - to)'

6 -1+ u ¡ 1lt ¡zu - zu'z) (1 + 3z + zJt + n -TF) Q, - to - t)(1**ot'

T2 l-u
(r-ro)(t-t')

1* z * ,E f=Tæ) (¿ - ¿o)
I

I (t - tr)'
1 * 3u + 3\îTrf=gæ) (-5 + u ¡ tt/Tt ¡ zu - tu\ (L - L,)(

0
(t - to)'

(7.54)

which may be used to determine u.
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The traceless symmetric part is given by

. 2 2t-Lo-tt ' 2 ,. 2 
"o¿¡ -r io¡¡ffi ¡ oii - Jo'60, 

* 2a¿¡ - ge _ to)(t _ t)õû

"-'{i",,lroo; - **#Fh+ 3(r - to)(t - t,)òt *u

+3 \2t - Is - tr) "grfI
(t - to)(t - tr)"**n (23a¿¡ + 2oij) + !A;,,

70

T
2l

Àon¡ +
1

8
+

+
.++sÄçzt-¿o-¿')]

t, - å 
(bo, *Loo) -'å"*,,6n,

+(t -¿o)(ú - ,,)[- 3'A a¿¡ + gA¿rii +?¡(irorbri t it¿nbn¿) -f,u*,u*,t¡,

-36ao,¿¡,a¡t" I l2aantant6¡j l|@,rU;,, ¡ ä¿¡,b¡*)

-|{uo*uri,¡¡b¡tbn;u}3b¡"¡b¡,¡¿¡!3b¡"¡b¡¡,¿¡-bntbn**õ¿¡- b¡"¡b¡¡**6ni)

+|@rncuik + a'ikcrrik) - or^"ur*6¿i * zor,.ro¡)\, (7.55)

27(t-úo)(r-¿1)

and may be used to find atL¡ o22 and ø33 - -ott - ozz.

The antisymmetric piece of trq. (7.19) is

 (àikkj - à¡nbn;) ¡ 2(à¡nb* - it ¿¡,b¡n - o¡*bor ¡ a¡¡b¡n)

: 3(b¿nbn¡t¿ - b¡xbn;u - bnjb¿xt¿ + bx¿b¡ntt). (7.56)

These are three equations. However, with the aid of the harmonic gauge

conditions it can be shown that only two of the equations are independent.

These can be used to determine fo and fr.
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Thus, the Heckmann-Schücking solutions of general relativity for the post-

Newtonian approximation are defined by the eight variables p, R11, R22, Rss,

ott¡ o22 qs, A(t),7 which are completely determined by the equations (7.52)

to (7.56).

A second improvement on the Newtonian theory is that here pressure

enters into the dynamics through the Raychaudhuri equation. This means

that varying the equation of state varies the solutions for the density p, the

cosmic scale factor R(t) and the shear ø(t). As in the FRW cosmology the

function of time ,a(t) is what incorporates the pressure into the system.

7.8 The Newtonian Shear-Flee Anisotropic

Homogeneous universe

The Heckmann-Schücking solution of section 7.2 is the Newtonian approxi-

mation of an anisotropic homogeneous cosmology. The cosmology is given by

equations (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) to (7.5) with vanishing shear. The equations

7And, p(t) which is defrned through a barotropic equation of state
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reduce to

a¿¿: 4nGp,

p R-",

(7.57)

(7.58)

(7.5e)

Po

Qio

2r3
R4

R 4TGps 
,

-:-R. 3,R3

R_ui 2

(7.60)

Recall that with the five shear functions arbitrarily set to zero we have a

determined system. The final equation (7.60) may be integrated out to give

the Heckmann-Schücking solution

SnGps 2r3 €
R2 3R 3R2 ,3'

(7.61)

where e : !.1 or 0, zo an arbitrary constant. When Øio -- 0 we have a shear-

free and rotation-free cosmology which becomes isotropic. This is just FRW,

which is the most general possible solution for homogeneity and isotropy. In

this case equation (7.61) can be identifred with the Raychaudhuri equation

of the FRW cosmology.

A theorem of Ellis [45] states that in the case of shear-free dust either

the expansion or the rotation must vanish. Setting 0 : 0, we obtain the

following solution for Ê(ú)
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(7.62)

Hence -R is a constant, and as long as øs is non-zero, there is no possibility

of there being a singularity for R(ú). The solution will have minimum and

maximum values for r?(f) but may never be zero, [100].

Next we explore the analogous case in the post-Newtonian approximation

and see how far it comes in overcoming this diffi.culty.

7.9 The Post-Newtonian Approximation of

an Anisotropic Homogeneous Shear-free

Universe

The post-Newtonian approximation for the shear-free case is given by the

fieid equations (7.8), (7.10), (7.10), (7.13), (7'I2, * I ") and (7'12), along

with a Poisson-like equation (7.7) and the Bianchi identities (7.I7), (7.19),

with ø¿¡ : Q. The equations (7.7), (7.17) and (7.19) are eleven equations,

and the variables are reduced to p (which may be determinedfrom (7.17)),

d (which may be determined from the trace of (7.19)), ø¿¡ (which may be
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determined from the antisymmetric part of (7.19)) and ø(ú) (which may be

determined from the Poisson-like equation (7.7)). Unlike in the rotation-free

case where the a¿¡ can be determined from the additional field equations here

we will use what remains of the symmetric part of (7.19) to determine the

a¿¡ for i + j.The unknowns b¿¡, b¿j*t, 
"¿j, 

c¿¡¡¡ and ciit"t^n that appear in the

c-2 corrections to (7.7), (7.I7) and (7.i9) are determined from the additional

fle1d equations (7.8), (7.10), (7.10), (7.12), (7 '12, m I n) and (7.13).

The reduction in unknowns must be accompanied by redundancies oth-

erwise the system will be overdetermined. We saw earlier that equations

(7.24) and (7.25) yield a¡¡. somewhat tedious calculations show that the

time derivative of the symmetric part of (7.10) and (7.12) give the symmet-

ric part of (7.19) in this special case of vanishing shear. Thus, we may ignore

the symmetric part of (7.19).

The Poisson-like equation (7.7) is

1

- 4cmn 
+&rck :2trGp + "-'( StrGpa), (7.63 )

which defines ø(ú). Defining g : 3ffi w" may write the continuity equation
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(7.I7) which allows us to solve for p as8

StrG: g pl^lc-",
t

(7.64)

where 1 is a solution of the differential equation

(Rn%zzRzr)å)

(.Rl1Ë22-Ræ)å

(R1.R22Ræ)l (R1'RzzRss)! ((Êr,ÊrrR.r)å

(RrrRzzRzs) (RÍR22Ræ)

The antisymmetric part of (7.19) becomes

+8ä

(7.65)

-0.

u;¡ r'1ero, :

-I.'{,,i (-zpa - 2þo -r 2pa0 + 
rreu*) - rre 

ko^,r - "¡*¿t)

!2pau¿¡ - leoeroi * #l-!tr,, - lu¿¡ ('ri ¡4àa¡,¡" -t 4aà¡,¡)

-1Q,, +2reroo +rrrorr*¡ - Tr,rrro) 
(ä ¡ 4aa¡¡) - 24a¿¡a¡¡à

-4à¡,¡b¡¿ ! 4à"¡¿b¡¡ - 4a¡¡b¡"¿ 4a¡¿b¡¡ - I5b¿¡b¡¡7,¡ ¡ 7\b¡nbun;

-I2a¿¡c¡¡¡ ! I2a ¡ncun¿ - 4a¿¡c¡¡¡r + 4a, jkcklit - 4ajkcitkt +  aikcitkt

!8a¡¡c¿¿¡"¡ - 8a¿¡c¡¡¡¿ - 8a¿¡c¿¡¡¡ * 8a¿t"cjn¡t] 0 (7.66)

which may be solved for u¿¡. Finally, the trace of (7.19) gives a Raychaudhurr-

sWhich is the same as in the rotation-free case
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like equation which is

,# : +nG (e + 3nc-'z) * 2u' t c-'{- rrn.

-i - T"^'r' +rlo" . ;*[- uo

(#)

(#)
t . lì

- . (Ia¡¿{r¡¿ ! a¡"¡ (Zc¡^t* - 8c**g - 6c*tn^) 1 A*, I l. g '67)4 l)

Thus, the case of an anisotropic homogeneous shear-free cosmology is es-

sentially defined by a Poisson-like equation (7.63), a Friedmann-like equation

(7.64), a Raychaudhuri-like equation (7.67), and has rotation given by (7.66).

Its variables are p(t), R(t), ro¡(t), a¿i(t) and ø(r).

In contrast to Newtonian theory, in post-Newtonian theory the Raychaud-

huri equation has the pressure entering the dynamics and so gives rise to a

variety of possible solutions lor p(t) and Ê(Ú). Before the only soiution was

that of dust. It is through the function ø(ú), that the pressure enters into

the dynamics. Without such a term the c-2-corrections would vanish and we

would. be left with a system where pressure is not dynamic. There is however,

a more serious reason for keeping these higher order terms and it relates to

the Eltis theorem: The Raychaudhuri-like equation (7.67), allows for solu-

tions with R(t) :0. Due to the pressure becoming dynamic, with a variation

in equation of state the soiutions for the density vary. Thus equations (7.58)

1.57

^ ^ . IL
I ZUa= I Eaanna

fi.

' ..È. r... 2..,,
- o,- - - a, --úa-R33



and (7.59) no longer hold. Solutions different to dust are possible, and the ro-

tation is no longer just a constant. Hence the Raychaudhuri equation (7.67)

will no longer yield the result (7.62).

7.LO Conclusion

We have derived the post-Newtonian approximation for anisotropic homoge-

neous cosmologies. In contrast to the Newtonian approximation the equa-

tions are well-posed. The cosmological equations of the post-Newtonian ap-

proximation are much more in the spirit of the Bianchi types of general

relativity.

We considered a particular example of the Bianchi identities - the Bianchi

I cosmology. In the Newtonian theory assuming anisotropy and homogeneity

leads to the well known Heckmann-Schücking solutions. Howsoever, even

with homogeneity, there are still not enough equations to solve for all the

unknowns and some need to be supplied for all time. The post-Newtonian

theory is able to overcome this problem and also allows the pressure to enter

into the dynamics of the theory.

The result of pressure entering into the dynamics allows for more than
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just a matter dominated universe. In this way more general solutions are

obtained than in the Newtonian case. In the shear-free case with rotation

the Raychaudhuri equation gives rise to a singularity. In this way the Ellis

theorem does not lead to contradictions, and there is hope that the soiutions

of the post-Newtonian approximation may all have general relativistic coun-

terparts. In the very least we no longer have solutions to which there can be

no general relativistic analogues.
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Chapter 8

Concluslon

Newtonian theory has a well established history in describing the cosmos.

Simpler than its general relativistic counterpart, Newtonian theory applies

to situations where the gravitational fi.eld is weak and characteristic velocities

are small compared to the speed of light. To derive Newtonian theory from

general relativity a two-step approximation procedure is applied' Firstly the

gravitational fleld is linearized to give special relativity. Then Newtonian

theory is obtained as the specialization when speeds are taken to be small.

It would be ambitious to expect such a simple model to describe the

universe in every detail. Indeed there have been many attempts to improve

on Newtonian cosmology; for example, by adding in higher order corrections.

a
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Unfortunately, all that has been achieved is a patching up of a theory that

is fundamentally flawed.

It has been shown here that Newtonian theory is not actually an approx-

imation of general relativity as it is usually assumed to be. The Euler and

continuity equations of the Newtonian theory cannot be obtained from the

Poisson equation. Thus, the Newtonian theory is not complete. This is very

different to general reiativity where the Bianchi identities can be derived

from the field equations. This flaw further implies that in Newtonian theory

the evolution and constraint equations are one and the same, and therefore

no evolution equation for the Newtonian potential exists. Without ad hoc

boundary conditions there is no well-posed initial value problem since the

Newtonian potential cannot be uniquely determined. This means that in

general there is no well-posed initial value problem.

Obviously, in applying the two-step procedure to obtain from general

relativity the Newtonian theory, essential information is iost. Simply taking

a higher order approximation does not solve a1l the problems. Although

accuracy is improved the lack of well-posedness is not remedied. It has been

shown here that there is a c-a-approximation which resembles Newtonian

theory and is complete. This theory is actually the lowest order "Newtonian"
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approximation to general reiativity. Howevet, this theory and all higher order

approximations based upon it are not well-posed. To obtain an initial value

problem that closes off in the right way it is necessary to reformulate the fleld

equations. This yields a post-Newtonian theory that is conceptually different

to what has been considered by others in the past.

This new post-Newtonian approximation is weil-posed in that a solution

for the Newtonian potential can be written down in terms of a formal power

series. In future work it remains to be seen if this solution is unique and

depends continuously on initial data. We can then be sure that this new post-

Newtonian approximation is a genuine approximation to general relativity.

The interesting question, however, lies in whether or not the post-

Newtonian approximation is better able to describe the universe than New-

tonian theory. To this end comparisons were made between the fully general

relativistic lc : 0 FRW universe and its Newtonian and post-Newtonian ana-

logues. The post-Newtonian approximation is a definite improvement on the

Newtonian approximation since it allows for pressure to enter into the dy-

namics. As a resuit the full Raychadhuri equation of general relativity is

obtained, at least up to order c-a. Consequently, varying the equation of

state results in a variety of solutions for the density and expansion factor.
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Newtonian theory has no regard for the equation of state, allowing only for

the matter dominated case. This is to be expected since in Newtonian theory

pressure is of an order c-2 higher than the density and so is negligible. Thus,

in any cosmological system where pressure is relevant the post-Newtonian

approximation should be used rather than the Newtonian theory.

Comoving coordinates are not suitable for the Newtonian theory. The

reason is partly due to the coordinates not being harmonic. This is a vital

part of the approximation scheme, and is of major importance in our choice

of transformation of the FRW metric to obtain the post-Newtonian form. It

also is necessary to set the term of order c-r to zero. This term is essentially a

Coriolis force but neither appears in the post-Newtonian approximation nor

general relativity. It is interesting to note that such a term actually occurs

in the more general metric expansion of Rendall [92]. The term appears in

the Newton-Cartan theory and is one of the main differences between the

Newtonian and Newton-Cartan theory. One should keep in mind, that if the

Trautmann boundary conditions aïe chosen, the post-Newtonian and post-

Newton-Cartan theory are identical. Nevertheless, this is an interesting area

for additional exploration.

In anisotropic Newtonian cosmology there exist solutions to which there
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are no general relativistic counterparts. These are solutions which are able

to avoid singularities. Further, in general, it is not possible to set up an

initial value formulation without providing at least frve of the variables for

all time. This is in complete contrast to generai relativity where there are nine

possible groups of symmetry and each must be treated separately. The post-

Newtonian approximation, on the other hand, has cosmological equations

which are more in the spirit of general relativity. There is scope to explore

the anisotropic post-Newtonian approximation further. The inhomogeneous

case also remains open for future work'

The research in this work supports the notion that for a description of

cosmology with no ad hoc boundary conditions, the post-Newtonian approx-

imation is a better approximation, than is Newtonian theory.
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App.ndix

Justification of homogeneity implying a velocity field

of the form u¿: Vj(t)X¡.

Relative to a fundamental observer d(t) the velocity field u-o(d, f ) is defined

such that

ú,(F",,t) : ú(í,, t) - õ(d(t), t).,

where

r-o: f - d(t).

Homogeneity means that the velocity is the same relative to all d(ú), hence

d"(i,t): ôu(i,r), ie.

õ(i + ã(t),t) - d(d(t),t): ú(i + d1t),¿) - ü(d(¿),t).

Taking derivatives with respe ct to r¡ at i : 0 and taking d and ó' to b"

arbitrary at any time we see that

u¿ : r[,¡(t)r¡ -f c¿(t)'
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On substitution of this form back into the Euler equation we see that the

Newtonian potential must be such that

ó,¿:-a¿¡(t)*¡-d¡(t),

where

üij(t) : V¡ -f Vt"Vn¡,

and

d,¿: è,¿(t) *V¡c¡.

If one goes to an accelerated rest frame, I : i + d(t) with i : -c'and

redefine the potential as Ó' : Ó - (g¿ +v¡ã)ro the Poisson equation and the

Newtonian hydrodynamical equations (homogeneous) are satisfied. Hence,

without loss of generality we may set c-: î:0. Therefore the velocity fieid

may be given by

u¿ : Ifi¡(t)r¡
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